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Abstract 

Environmental related aspects are becoming more and more a daily basis in the product 

design process of many companies around the world. Demand from the society, customers 

and environmental policies at national, European, or even worldwide levels are the main 

driving forces that are changing the way companies design their products to a new and more 

environmentally friendly process which can create green products reducing their impacts 

during all their life. The research studies these ecodesign practices in the particular case of 

companies in the agricultural machinery sector. The actual situation in the design process of 

companies, their experience with ecodesign and the hindrances faced are the main topics of 

this research. 

The study is based on face-to-face interview (1 company from Sweden) and online 

questionnaires (2 companies from Italy). Moreover, an exhaustive literature review has been 

conducted; this information obtained from diverse scientific papers, journals from institutions 

like the European Commission and many other reliable sources, is used to complete and 

contrast with the situation founded in the interviewed companies.  

Results from the study reveal that, in the agricultural machinery sector, ecodesign is not 

used frequently. There are little environmental demands from customers and there is a vast 

number of environmental regulations that can confuse companies about which regulations do 

they have to apply; this is the reason why companies can perceive that they do not have to 

apply environmental aspects in their designs. Moreover, some SMEs from this sector do not 

have the inner capacity to keep up with environmental policies, which can be a serious 

problem because of the new regulations that are being proposed at European level. 

Furthermore, it has been detected a possible deficiency in the way governments, EU, trade 

associations, and universities interact with companies. SMEs demand more economic help and 

more knowledge from governments and EU, and the collaboration and exchange of 

information between companies and universities should be improved. 
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IEI Department of Management and Engineering 

1. Introduction 

This first part introduces the background of ecodesign and gives an overview of the 

objective of this thesis. Research questions are also explained together with some delimitations 

of the thesis and the thesis structure is presented. 

1.1. Background 

Environmental considerations are becoming more and more important for customers 

and consequently also for producers. Even though a large number of methods and tools for 

ecodesign have been developed (Jonsson, 2007), relatively less is known about how companies 

in practice manage environmental related product requirements in their normal product 

development.  

The importance of ecodesign is growing more and more each day. Now not only 

governments demand companies to implement ecodesign in their production, but also 

customers and the companies themselves are becoming interested in this way of producing 

and consuming in a more ecological and efficient manner. 

This interest can be explained because it benefits both companies and customers. 

Producers can manufacture a product using fewer raw materials, energy, water and other 

resources and generate less waste than other process, this leads to a reduction in the 

production costs, together with a better corporate image. Consumers get a more reliable and 

durable product that consumes less energy and that can be easily repaired when needed. 

Moreover, society benefits from the increased availability of resources in the future that can be 

used for other products or services and by the prevention of environmental damage. 

 

1.2. Objective 

Objective of this project is to get a better understanding how companies are managing 

environmental requirements in their product development process. This includes investigating 

hindrances, challenges and opportunities they face in relation to environmental requirements. 

Furthermore, the thesis aims to investigate what type of design support methods and tools 

they lack and how methods and tools should be in order to fit their needs. The focus is on 

manages and designers involved in the product development.   

The industry to be tackled is the agricultural machine sector. In this sector most of the 

environmental demands comes from European and national levels as environmental policies, 

and also specific demands from their customers. Some of these directives have been recently 

founded, so companies of this sector have to be constantly modifying and adapting their 

methods and tools of product development in order to accomplish those environmental 

demands. Despite of the possible hindrances and problems that a company can face because 

of ecodesign, benefits such as better public image and raw materials saving are obvious. 
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1.3. Why the agricultural machinery sector? 

As said before, the industry to be tackled is the agricultural machinery sector. This sector 

is of a vital importance in actual European economy. In Europe, without the latest and most 

efficient machines, agriculture would not be competitive with foreign crops where the land 

price is way lower. Therefore, agricultural machines are under a big pressure from customers 

demanding efficiency and probably putting aside environmental aspects. This is the reason 

why environmental regulations and policies exist, to ensure that companies do not forget the 

environment. 

Agricultural machinery is the chosen sector of study because there is a lack of 

information about how companies in this sector are implementing environmental aspects in 

their products and accordingly in their product design process. There is a need to know how 

enterprises in this sector are handling all these environmental demands and policies and which 

methods and tools they are using to help them. 

Because of the new policies from European commission of a stronger surveillance in the 

agricultural machine sector and the new only agricultural regulation that fuse all the old ones 

regulations, it is also important to know which the actual situation of companies is in terms of 

ecodesign to know if companies are far or not from fulfill all the requirements. This requires a 

deeper analysis in these unfinished regulations in the future, but the basis of the situation of 

this sector can be studied now. 

To understand better the importance of the agricultural and agricultural machinery 

sectors in Europe, and in the two countries tackled (Sweden and Italy), it is important to have a 

basis knowledge that is explained during the following parts. 

 

1.3.1. Agricultural sector 

Agricultural sector is an important consumer of resources and energy in the actual 

economy. It can be seen as a consumer and a producer of energy because crops can be used to 

produce biofuels, bioenergy and biomaterials. It is also the main source of livestock food, so 

the main part of energy consumption in livestock can be derived to the harvesting of crops. 

There can be considered two different kinds of energy consumption within the 

agricultural energy. The direct energy is consumed by primary agriculture that covers 

consumption for irrigation, drying, horticulture and livestock housing. On the other hand, 

indirect energy refers to energy consumption for the production, packaging and transport of 

fertilizers and pesticides and in the production of farm machinery.  Ecodesign can be used for 

reducing energy and raw material consumption both during the production phase and during 

the usage phase of the product. So energy saving can be part of the direct energy and also 

from the indirect. In Fig. 1 we can see that production of farm machinery belongs to indirect 

energy and the use of agricultural machines affects direct energy consumption. 
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Fig. 1 Simplified energy "model" of an agricultural system (Source: OECD Secretariat, 2007) 

 

From traditional agriculture to modern industrialized agriculture, one of the most 

significant changes has been the use of machinery instead of man or animal power. But 

modern agriculture has brought more changes, in a global economy countries have no longer 

to produce all the food they need, they can export or import vegetables, fruit, meat or any 

other food. This new global distribution of crops and livestock has led to an increase or 

decrease of the employment and use of machinery in every country. Here in Fig. 2 it can be 

seen how the use of machinery has increase in some countries and decrease in others, it can 

be also seen how the employment has dropped significantly in most of the countries. 
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Fig. 2 Agricultural employment and farm machinery use from 1990-92 to 2002-04 (Source: 
FAOSTAT 2007) 

 

Particularly in Sweden and Italy the employment in agriculture has dropped significantly 

in the period from 1992 to 2004. According to the number of tractor sales, which are one of 

the most representative agricultural machines, both Sweden and Italy have reduced their 

market as it can be seen in Fig. 3, still Italy is one of the biggest producers of agricultural 

machinery. 
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1.3.2. Agricultural sector in Sweden 

According to data extracted from an OECD’s study (OECD, 2008), “agriculture´s 

contribution to the economy is small and declining in Sweden. It only represents the 0.5% of 

GDP and provides less than 2% of employment in 2004. Sweden has been part of the EU since 

1995 and from that year agriculture has undergone significant changes. The key changes are 

the reduction in the number of farms (-17%), an increase in farm size, and greater 

specialization, mainly in dairying, pigs and cereals. Most farms are family owned and farming 

and forestry are often combined activities. The share of agriculture in the total land area, of 

about 7%, is among the lowest in the EU. As agriculture is mainly rain-fed its use of water 

resources is small, accounting for only 4% of total water use in 2000, which also reflects the 

very limited area irrigated, less than 2% of the total agricultural land area (2002-04), although 

in dry years the irrigated area can be more than double this share”.  

“Since Sweden has joined the EU many environmental concerns has been integrated to 

the agricultural policy, especially under the Environmental and Rural Development Program 

(ERDP, 2000-06), which is based on the EU’s Rural Development Program. About 80% of 

expenditure under the ERDP is for agro-environmental programs including less-favored areas, 

with the main focus on: reducing nutrient pollution into water bodies; the conservation of 

biodiversity and cultural landscapes; and support for organic farming” (OECD, 2008). 

 

Fig. 3 European tractor market 2012 (Source: CEMA 2012) 
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1.3.3. Agricultural sector in Italy 

The situation of the Italian agriculture according to OECD is similar to the Swedish, its 

role in the economy is small and decreasing, but is more important in some regions. “Farming 

contributes just over 2% of GDP, but nearly 5% of employment, although with marked regional 

differences, contributions rising in the South to over 4% of GDP and nearly 10% of 

employment” (OECD, 2008).  

“Expenditure on agri-environmental programs has risen substantially, accounting for 

10% of total agricultural payments in 2002, of which over 80% were EU co-financed. Around 

90% of these payments were provided to farmers in central and northern Italy, and 10% in the 

south. About 90% of payments were provided for conversion to organic farming; adoption of 

integrated farming; and grassland management” (OECD, 2008). 

 

1.3.4. Agricultural machinery sector in the EU 

There are several requirements that machinery must fulfill in order to be legally placed 

on the EU market. “Although no sector-specific statistics are officially available, CECE estimates 

that a considerable amount of machinery in use within the EU does not fully comply with the 

relevant legislative framework” (CEMA, et al., 2012). 

In a survey conducted in 2011 by CEMA among manufacturers, dealers and rental 

companies the results were that “52% recognized the problem was affecting their business and 

1/3 of them  replied they were losing business opportunities because customers opted for 

non-compliant (and very often cheaper) equipment” (CEMA, et al., 2012). 

In the same study it is stated that “for a great majority of manufacturers, non-

conformities are first and foremost observed on imported equipment which, according to 

Eurostat figures, represented around 22% of the EU domestic demand for mechanical 

engineering equipment in 2010” (CEMA, et al., 2012).  

Despite the non-compliance from some foreign producers, “not all agricultural 

machinery imports are delivered by unscrupulous manufacturers coming from third countries. 

A significant portion of non-compliant equipment carries a well-known brand, is legally 

produced in the EU but intended for use in other markets according to the locally applicable 

legislation. These machines reach the EU market either through unlawful traders or via 

auctions” (CEMA, et al., 2012).  

This situation generates a negative effect at different levels: “for compliant European 

manufacturers and the 2 million jobs they provide in the EU, due to unfair competition, for 

workers with a less safe working environment and more accidents, due to potentially unsafe 

equipment, and for the environment due to higher emissions and neglected environmental 

requirements” (CEMA, et al., 2012). 

The business climate in agricultural machinery companies is very variable, it depends on 

the actual situation of economy recession but also on other factors like the weather, and it 
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must be taken into account the problem of non-compliant manufacturers. The actual climate is 

of being less pessimistic than 2009 or 2010 but there is a sense that it can be much better as it 

is seen in Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 4 Illustration of Business Cycle (Source: CEMA Business Barometer, April 2013) 

 

1.4. Research questions 

This research aims at uncovering the situation of this sector and analyzing the factors 

that cause it, which contributes to more general understanding of dissemination of ecodesign 

to different sectors.  

Six research questions have been designed in order to analyze ecodesign. This makes the 

study easier to manage since each research question covers a quite defined part of the overall 

objective. The research questions (RQ) are: 

RQ1. What is the difference between ecodesign process and regular design process in the 

agricultural machine sector? 

The first research question tries to figure out what changes in the design process are due to 

the application of environmental considerations. 

RQ2. Which improvements has ecodesign led to in the agricultural machine sector? 

Second research question is about the benefits and improvements that the industries from this 

sector could have experienced when they apply environmental considerations to their designs. 

RQ3. Which environmental requirements and demand does the agricultural machine sector 

receive? 
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In this question it is interesting to see what external environmental demands this sector 

receives, how this industry work with them from the inside and how it affects to their product 

development process. 

RQ4. What demands of knowledge and help on ecodesign does the agricultural machine sector 

has? 

This question addresses which the level of knowledge of ecodesign within the companies is 

and how they manage to get all the new information they need. 

RQ5. What methods and tools for environmental product development is the agricultural 

machine sector using and how are they using them? 

It is important to know what methods and tools are being used by the agricultural machine 

sector, how they are using them, and also comments and opinions of the users experience 

with these methods and tools. 

RQ6. What are the advantages, hindrances and obstacles of the agricultural machine sector 

industries when implementing the ecodesign? 

In this question it is interesting to see what are the advantages that moved them to use 

ecodesign, what are the disadvantages that they have found after use ecodesign and also what 

are the main hindrances they have faced in order to implement ecodesign or that did not let 

them to implement ecodesign. It is important to investigate the obstacles, how they occurred 

and how they can be avoided. 

Each one of these six questions has a meaning and basic objective different from the 

other questions, but all together create a frame of the actual situation in the ecodesign field, 

more specifically in the agricultural machine sector. The results of the research can be useful 

for many different parties, for example other Swedish or Italian companies in the agricultural 

machine sector and any other company that have customers or provides products to any 

company of these countries. 

 

1.5. Delimitations 

Information provided by companies about their current situation is always a difficult 

thing to find. Most companies are reticent to share their internal procedures due to 

competitive reasons and many others just think the time inverted is not worth it. Only a few 

companies in Italy and in Sweden accept to share information with us. 

The information provided for this thesis was obtained thanks to the contacts that 

Department of Management and Engineering of Linköping University has in the Swedish 

companies and also Dr. Mario Fargnoli (from the Italian Ministry of Agriculture) with Italian 

companies. All the remaining data that companies did not provide was obtained from papers 

and publications from recognized sources. 
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1.6. Thesis structure 

This report consists of eight different chapters. In order to facilitate for the reader it is 

presented how they are organized. 

1. Introduction. This first chapter introduces the background of ecodesign and gives an 

overview of the objective in this thesis. Research questions are also explained together 

with some delimitations of the thesis and the thesis structure is presented. 

2. Method. In this chapter of the thesis the research strategy, methods, target 

respondents and other questions related to the process of obtain information are 

described meticulously. 

3. Results of literature review. During the next pages the concept of ecodesign will be 

displayed, starting with a theoretical background of ecodesign concept, design 

methods, tools, and stakeholders, driving powers and steering tools. In this chapter is 

also presented the most relevant data for the thesis. 

4. Results from interview and questionnaires. In this chapter, all the information from 

personal interviews and distributed questionnaires is now summarized and presented 

in the following lines, together with the participating companies, their respondents 

and the distribution of questionnaire. 

5. Discussion. In this chapter it is done the analysis and discussion of all the data from 

interviews, questionnaires and literature review. 

6. Conclusions. In this chapter the most important conclusions coming from chapter five 

are presented for each one of the research questions. 
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2. Method 

In this chapter of the thesis the research strategy, methods, target respondents and 

other questions related to the process of obtain information are described meticulously. 

2.1. Research strategy 

Having a research strategy is a fundamental step in a research. The research strategy is 

the activity that needs to be undertaken to ensure that there are adequate resources available 

to complete the study in the time available, to make sure that the approach to the design of 

the study is the appropriate one to achieve the study’s objectives. A research strategy contains 

different methods and tools that are needed in order to carry out the research. 

“Thinking of research as a black box, the input would be the research questions, i.e. 

questions that we are trying to find an acceptable explanation or answer (the output) to. The 

box itself will contain the research methods” (Han-Hsuan, 2008). 

The research strategy chosen in this thesis starts with the reading of several papers, 

thesis, and articles of the ecodesign topic. Once the background in this field is achieved 

research questions will be made. Based on these research question and together with all the 

information gathered about ecodesign interview questions will be designed. The results from 

the interviews and questionnaires together with data from literature review will be analyzed 

and the most relevant results will be discussed. These results will lead to conclusions 

connected with the research questions. Recommendations will be also given and proposals for 

further research will be summarized.  

 

2.2. Research methods 

Research methods can be clustered in two different groups depending on the data 

obtained: qualitative and quantitative methods.  

The objective of a quantitative method is to develop and employ mathematical models, 

theories and hypotheses pertaining to phenomena. These methods can lead to conclusions 

about cause and effect. On the other hand, these methods demand a big sample of data. 

These methods should be used when you are interested about certain variables. 

However, qualitative methods do not use numbers or statistics. According to Gunnarson 

(2002), “with qualitative methods a lot of data from a few studying objects can be received. 

The advantage in using a qualitative method in a research is that the method will take into 

account the overall picture in a way that the quantified method cannot. The quantified 

methods are easier to work with and fewer resources are needed”. 

There are two different kinds of data according to the methods used to collect it. “On 

one hand, primary data is data that the researcher collects by himself for example through 

interview, questionnaires and test. On the other hand, secondary data is data that are 
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collected by other persons, researchers, and institutions for example literature, documents 

and articles” ( (Jonsson, 2007), (Kvale, 1996)). 

Literature review serves many important purposes, including establishing the need for 

the research; broadening the horizons of the researcher; and preventing the researcher from 

conducting research that already exists. Literature review can also be used to identify gaps in 

knowledge; discover connections, contradictions or other relations between different data and 

to complete the information of the research. 

2.2.1. Chosen research method 

In this study, only qualitative methods are being used for obtaining primary data. On the 

one hand, information from Swedish companies will be obtained by personal interviews. On 

the other hand, due to geographical distances, information from Italian companies will be 

obtained by questionnaires that will contain the same questions as the interviews. The 

information that cannot be obtained from companies of this sector will be the secondary data 

obtained by literature review.  

 

2.3. Selection of target respondents 

The target is companies from the agricultural machinery sector in Sweden and Italy; all 

these companies are different enough between them so that the results obtained with this 

research can be supposed as a state of the art of ecodesign in this sector. Respondents are 

people from these companies who work with environmental tasks, they are considered the 

ones with the best knowledge of theirs company work with ecodesign. They can be managers, 

designers, head of the company or any other job related directly or indirectly to ecodesign. 

 

2.4. Interview studies 

According to Kvale (1996), the qualitative research interview is an attempt to 

understand the world from the subjects’ point of view.  

“Interviews are particularly useful for getting the story behind a participant’s 

experiences. The interviewer can pursue in-depth information around the topic. Interviews 

may be useful as follow-up to certain respondents to questionnaires, e.g., to further 

investigate their responses” (McNamara, 1999). 

2.4.1. Interview design 

The purpose of good interview design is to improve knowledge (Han-Hsuan, 2008). 

Therefore, good interview design is essential to extract quality information from each 

interview, this requires well planned preparations. As preparation, basic interview techniques 

involving body language, how to create an open atmosphere and other interview tips have 

been studied before the interviews. A semi-structured interview technique is adopted. A semi-
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structured interview is a conversational type of interview. It is less formal compared to a full-

structured interview and a two way communication allows both the interviewer and 

interviewee to exchange information. For semi-structured interviews to be successful, much 

preparation should be done before the session, and during the session, the interviewer should 

show discipline and creativity (Wengraf, 2001).  

This type of interview method brings the advantage in that it gives the researcher 

general information relevant to specific issues, i.e. probe for what is not known. More 

importantly, often the information obtained from semi-structured interviews will provide not 

just the answers, but the reasons for the answers (Case, 1990). Furthermore, both the 

interviewer and interviewee might feel more relaxed in that the interview is carried out in a 

less formal, but more of a conversational way. 

2.4.2. Interview outline 

The respondents of the interview are working in the Swedish agricultural machinery 

sector so the questions should be adjusted accordingly. Interview is divided into eight main 

parts (see Appendix 3. Interview design) that divide the information in clear groups. Each one 

of the parts contain sub-questions, so the answers expected will provide the information to 

explain the research questions of this study. 

In addition to the eight parts, there will be an introductory section which will contain 

questions of general information as well as an overview of the company’s organization, this is 

part zero. In Part one it is described the average design process without taken into account 

environmental aspects; this will be used to compare with the ecodesign process. Part two is 

used to know which improvements ecodesign has led into that company, this can be used to 

know how much ecodesign is spread in the company, how many products are ecodesigned and 

which the best examples are. In Part three the topic is the different environmental related 

requirements and demands that the company receive, that requirements and demands can be 

from different groups like customers, governments, suppliers, the company itself. Part four is 

about the ecodesign process and the information obtained here will be compared with the one 

from part one. Part five tries to figure out how the company gets information about ecodesign 

regulations, methods, tools, etc. In Part six the scope is on methods, tools and data used in the 

company. Part seven is about the different advantages, hindrances and obstacles with 

implementing ecodesign. And finally, Part eight tries to get information about how the 

company receive and demand external help from government, agencies or universities. 

 

2.5. Questionnaire study 

Questionnaire is the second method used to get information from companies. This 

research method is based in a group of different questions where the respondent can choose 

between a number of alternative answers or answer an open ended question where there are 

no given answers. 
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2.5.1. Questionnaire design 

Questionnaire used does not include multiple choice questions as a general rule, or scale 

questions were you have to give punctuation. Instead, this questionnaire is designed to be 

answered in the same way as the interview could be, with short paragraphs of information 

where respondent can give his own ideas about the question and is not tied to the answers 

given by the questionnaire. 

As said before, some questions are multiple choices. This type of questions was also 

chosen because sometimes it is only needed few information, like for example a number. 

These questions make also the questionnaire easier to complete and less tedious. 

Questionnaire is created in online format by Google Drive due to its simplicity to share 

and get the information. It has been created both in Italian and English in different formats in 

order to let the respondent choose which language he wants to use to answer it.  

Questionnaire has been divided in nine pages as the interview (see 2.4.2 Interview Outline) 

and one extra page at front where the respondent has to accept terms and conditions of 

privacy policy (see Appendix 4. Questionnaire design). Responses are uploaded automatically 

to a spreadsheet where they can be easily recovered and organized. 

Questionnaire has been designed and created by Daniel Vaquero with support of 

professor Tomohiko Sakao and Dr. Mario Fargnoli; and it has been distributed to Italian 

companies by Dr. Mario Fargnoli. Two links to each of the two language formats (Italian and 

English) were attached in an email together with an introductory letter (see Appendix 2. 

Introductory letter of questionnaire) 
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3. Results of literature review 

During the next pages the concept of ecodesign will be displayed, starting with a 

theoretical background of ecodesign concept, design methods, tools, and stakeholders, driving 

powers and steering tools. In this chapter is also presented the most relevant data for the 

thesis. 

3.1. Literature review 

Literature review is one of research method used in this thesis. Much data has been 

obtained from this method and is one of the bases of this research. Reliable sources have been 

always used, focusing on scientific papers because of their high accuracy and credit. 

Biggest sources of information found were several scientific papers contained in 

databases like “Web of Knowledge” and the LIU library, and other important organizations like 

European Commission, CEMA, etc.  

In the following parts it will be presented a general overview of the ecodesign world 

extracted and adapted from several scientific papers, together with a final resume of relevant 

data founded of practice in SMEs. 

 

3.2. The concept of ecodesign 

Ecodesign addresses that the effect a product has on the environment should be 

considered and reduced at all stages along the product life cycle. These stages include the 

extraction of the raw materials, the manufacturing of the product, distribution phase, use of 

the consumer, and finally the disposal of the product.  

Ecodesign is also known as Design for the Environment (DfE), Green Design or 

Environmentally Conscious Design, but all of these names refer to the same concept that 

allows companies to improve their environmental performance through the reduction of the 

environmental impacts of their products, processes and services. 

The objective of ecodesign is to “take concurrent engineering one step further whereby 

all life cycle phases –needs recognition, development, production, usage, and including disposal 

or recycling- are considered simultaneously from the conceptual design stage through the 

detailed design stage in order to minimize environmental impact compared to benefit”. 

(Lindahl & Tingström, 2000) 

When finally companies began to worry about environmental issues from 1970 they 

started to focus only in the production processes (Jonsson, 2007). Their measures where 

focused on reducing or eliminating environmental impacts only in the production, without 

considering the design process or any other life stage of the product. 

During the 1990 decade this kind of view was expanded. Companies started to 

understand that improving a product’s environmental performance start with the design of the 
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product. Instead of seeing the product as only a product that leaves the factory, they take into 

account all the stages of the product’s life, the life cycle. The term life cycle has been defined 

according to ISO as “Consecutive and interlinked stages of a product system, from raw material 

acquisition or generation of natural resources to the final disposal” (ISO, 1997). 

The first step in the life cycle is the raw material acquisition, where all the materials 

which are required in the production are obtained. Next step is manufacturing the 

components, where all the separate parts of the final products all produced. After there is the 

assembling step, this phase was the one that the traditional view focused on. Following there 

is the use phase, the customers use the product and a high level of energy consumption is 

expected. The last step is the disposal, that it is divided in dissembling, recycling and dump 

depending on the type of product. 

 

Fig. 5 Global approach – Life cycle perspective (Source: Lindahl and Tingström, 2003) 

In Fig. 5 it is easily seen the different stages in the life cycle of a product together with 

the responsibility of the company with the traditional view and with the life cycle thinking. The 

traditional view only covers assembling and use phase, while life cycle thinking covers all the 

stages in a product’s life. 

By having life cycle thinking, the risk of sub- optimization is reduced. According to Rydh, 

et al. (2002), “sub-optimization occurs when optimizing of one or more stages in for example a 

process without considering the total performance of the process. Avoiding sub-optimization 

could mean that the performance of one or other different parts decrease when the total 

performance of the whole process increases. Sub-optimization should be avoided but is 

relatively common in complex systems which could be difficult to overview” (Rydh, et al., 

2002). 
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3.2. Stakeholders, driving powers and steering tools 

3.2.1. Stakeholders and interested parties 

Company’s stakeholders are all those who are influenced by, or can influence, a 

company’s decisions and actions. “These can include (but are not limited to): employees, 

customers, suppliers, community organizations, subsidiary and affiliates, joint venture 

partners, local neighborhoods, investors, and shareholders (or a sole owner)” (Ammenberg, 

2004).  

Initially, requirements came from the authorities, but nowadays it has changed. There is 

a big group of interested parties that has a lot of different environmental demands, in this 

group of interested parties we can find insurance companies, banks, investors, employees, 

company customers and consumers and different pressure groups like Greenpeace and the 

society in general (Jonsson, 2007). 

3.2.2. Driving powers 

Driving powers encourage and force companies to make environmental related changes. 

There are two different kinds of driving powers, internal and external (Fig. 6 & Fig. 7). Internal 

driving powers can be “increased needs of reducing costs”, product quality and innovative 

design. Most of these internal driving powers are based on knowledge in environmental 

questions, laws and a will of investing in the long term. On the other hand external powers can 

be legislation and other demands from customers and the market that the organization need 

to consider in their process. Moreover, it can be laws and statutes from the government and 

the authorities, customer and market demands and need of cooperation with the trade 

organizations. 

 

Internal 

Fig. 6 Internal driving powers 
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3.2.3. Steering tools 

Steering tools are used to steer companies and other parties to develop products more 

environmental friendly. With so many different products and actors on the international 

market there cannot be one simple policy as a measure for all the problems these products 

can cause. Instead there is a whole variety of tools that can be used to achieve this goal. They 

can be both voluntary and mandatory and include measures such as economic instruments, 

substance bans, voluntary agreements, environmental labeling and product design guidelines. 

Some good examples of steering tools are: 

• The ISO 14000 family. 

ISO 14000 family is a recognized framework for environmental management systems 

(EMS) that helps organizations both to manage better the impact of their activities on the 

environment and to demonstrate sound environmental management.  The ISO 14000 family is 

designed to be implemented according to the same Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle underlying 

all ISO management systems standards. 

The ISO 14000 family is made by a group of different regulations that complement each 

other.  ISO 14001 is the base of the family, its name is the environmental management systems 

where there are the requirements and guidance for use. ISO 14004 complements 14001 by 

providing additional guidance and useful explanations. ISO 19011 is use as an auditing 

standard because is equally useful for EMS and quality management system audits. The ISO 

14031 provides guidance on how an organization can evaluate its environmental performance, 

it also addresses the selection of suitable performance indicators, so that performance can be 

assessed against criteria set by management. ISO 14020 addresses a range of different 

approaches to environmental labels and declarations, including eco-labels, self-declared 

environmental claims, and quantified environmental information about products and services. 

External

Suppliers

Trade 
organisations

Government 
by legislation

Market 
demands

Competitors

Fig. 7 External driving powers 
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The ISO 14040 gives guidelines on the principles and conduct of Life-cycle assessment (LCA). 

ISO 14064 parts 1,2 and 3 are international greenhouse gas (GHG) accounting and verification 

and ISO 14065 complements by specifying requirements to accreditation. ISO 14063, on 

environmental communication guidelines and examples helps companies to make the 

important link to external stakeholders. Finally, ISO Guide 64 provides guidance for addressing 

environmental aspects in product standards (ISO, 2009). 

 

• Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) 

An environmental declaration, is defined, in ISO 14025, as quantified environmental 
data for a product with pre-set categories of parameters based on the ISO 14040 series of 
standards (ISO, 1997), but not excluding additional environmental information. The Swedish 
Environmental Management Council (SEMCO) act as the program operator according to this 
ISO 14025 (EPD, 2013).  

Environmental Product Declarations (EPD®) add several new market dimensions to 
inform about environmental performance of products and services with key characteristics and 
guiding principles resulting in a number of advantages both for organizations creating EPD® s 
as well as for those making use of EPD® information. 

Organizations all over the world are members or associate partners and are part of the 
future development of the International EPD System.  As it can be seen in Fig. 8, there are 
members in Sweden and Italy. 

 

Fig. 8 Countries with organizations which participate in the EPDsystem (Source: EPD) 

 

• Directive 2009/125/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a 

framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-related products. 

This directive (ErP) establishes a framework to set mandatory ecological requirements 

for energy using and energy related products sold in all 27 Member States. This Directive shall 

not apply to means of transport for persons or goods. (European Parliament; Council of the 

European Union, 2009) 
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The ultimate aim of the Ecodesign Directive is that manufacturers of energy-using 

products will, at the design stage, be obliged to reduce the energy consumption and other 

negative environmental impacts of products. While the Directive's primary aim is to 

reduce energy use, it is also aimed at enforcing other environmental considerations including: 

materials use; water use; polluting emissions; waste issues and recyclability. 

The Ecodesign Directive is a framework directive, meaning that it does not directly set 

minimum ecological requirements. These are adopted through specific implementing 

measures for each group of products in the scope of the Directive. The implementing 

measures are adopted through the so-called comitology procedure. Implementing measures 

are based on EU internal market rules governing which products may be placed on the 

market. Manufacturers who begin marketing an energy using product covered by an 

implementing measure in the EU area have to ensure that it conforms to the energy and 

environmental standards set out by the measure. 

 

• Regulation (EU) No 167/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 

approval and market surveillance of agricultural and forestry vehicles. 

This regulation is really recent and has entered into force on 22 March 2013 and it will 

be apply from 1 January 2016. Its goal is to promote the internal market of Agricultural 

Machinery with a principle of harmonization, taking into account cost-benefit considerations, 

with special attention to small and medium-sized enterprises. This regulation lay down only 

fundamental provisions on functional safety, occupational safety and environmental 

performance and delegate to the Commission the power to lay down the technical 

specifications. 

“In order to ensure a high level of functional safety, occupational 

safety and environmental protection, the technical requirements and 

environmental standards applicable to vehicles, systems, components and 

separate technical units with regard to type-approval should be 

harmonized.” 

 (European Parliament; Council of the European Union, 2013) 

In an article published by CEMA it is found that the regulation is supported by the 

European coalition of machinery industry associations, represented by CECE, CECIMO, CEMA, 

FEM and EUROMAP. They called on the European Parliament to fully support and further 

strengthen the Commission proposal for a new Regulation on Marked Surveillance. The 

coalition wants it to be more ambitious and relevant to the problem of unfair competition that 

machinery producers are facing on an increasing basis in the Single Market. 

“As good as the EU framework set by the Regulation can and 

hopefully will be, market surveillance remains the task and competence of 

Member States. The system will only be fully effective if Member States are 

ready to commit the necessary human and financial resources.” 

Jan van der Velden, FEM President (CEMA, 2013) 
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3.3. Tools and methods in ecodesign 

Designing environmental friendly products is not a simple task and it requires designers 

with a good environmental background and the use of appropriate, efficient tools and 

methods. Design process is different for various companies and products. In practice industries 

joint different approaches and tools to ecodesign and development their products. 

In smaller organizations the product development can even be led by one person, who 

works more intuitively than formally. The design process in large enterprises can be 

formalized, with settled points and the crucial supervisory stages of the management. The 

selection of the best tool for a specific situation depends on various factors like the objectives 

of the assessment, the complexity of the product and the availability and quality of data. 

There is a big variety of tools and methods in ecodesign. Each one has its own 

characteristics and it is more useful in certain stages of the design process and depending on 

the product to be ecodesigned. Tools range from easily used checklists to complex LCA tools. 

All these kinds of tools and methods should be regarded as aids in the product design, 

development and management procedures. 

3.3.1. Checklist 

Checklist is one of the simplest tools in ecodesign but at the same time very effective. 

They can be easily downloaded from the internet, for example from the homepage of The 

Centre for Sustainable Design, University College for the Creative Arts, UK (University for the 

creative arts, 1995). 

Ecodesign checklists provide support for a qualitative environmental analysis by listing 

all the relevant questions that need to be asked when establishing environmental impacts 

during the product’s life cycle. The checklists are also indicating improvement options for areas 

where environmental problems are identified (Clark, 1999).  

In some cases when using several checklists they can give some contradictory 

recommendations and common sense should then be used. Bigger enterprises are today 

developing their own guidelines which are more adapted to their specific product and 

processes. Advantages with using ecodesign checklists and guidelines are that they are easy to 

use and no necessary education is needed. They are relatively time efficient and systematic. 

Disadvantages are that they sometimes are too general and static and the life cycle 

perspective can be forgotten (Lindahl & Tingström, 2000).  

3.3.2. Design guides 

There are some guides that explain companies how to apply environmental aspects in 

their design process. A number of guides, manuals, and textbooks for ecodesign have been 

published, for instance from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and in 

particular USEPA (1994), UNEP (1997), Simon, et al. (1998), ISO (2002) and IEC (2005), where 

some concrete methods and tools are referred to. These are all effective for those beginning 

ecodesign activities in understanding the benefits and methods of ecodesign in an abstract 
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manner; however, these do not support engineering designers effectively when they face 

specific and concrete problems to be solved for a given product (Sakao, 2007). 

3.3.3. Life Cycle Assessment 

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is an internationally standardized methodology in ISO 14040 

(ISO, 1997). According to Sakao (2007), it requires quantitative information of the life cycle on 

the environment. Although it reveals a quantitative environmental profile relatively objectively 

based on the results of detailed design of a product, it has some drawbacks. First, it cannot be 

achieved in the early stage of new product design. In the case of redesign, designers need a 

reference product such as a previous generation in the early stage. Streamlined LCA (Graedel, 

1998)has been developed to solve these problems partially. Second, it addresses no other 

aspects than the environment. This is so critical that LCA alone cannot support product design 

(Sakao, 2007). 

Life cycle assessment has four main stages (ISO, 1997): 

1. Definition of the objective and range: determination of the functional unit, 

impacts of interest and the limit of the system. 

2. Life cycle inventory (LCI): is the collection and analysis of environmental 

interventions data (e.g. emissions to e.g. air and water, waste generation and 

resource consumption) which are associated with a product from the extraction 

of raw materials through production and use to final disposal, including 

recycling, reuse, and energy recovery. 

3. Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA): is the estimation of indicators of the 

environmental pressures in terms of e.g. climate change, summer smog, 

resource depletion, acidification, human health effects, etc. associated with the 

environmental interventions attributable to the life-cycle of a product. 

4. Data interpretation: it is the fourth stage but it is used all along LCA. It is the 

continuous process of clarification, quantifying, verification and assessment of 

the information used and which comes from the life cycle inventory (LCI) and 

the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA). 

 

3.3.4. QFDE 

QFDE (Masui, et al., 2003) means quality function deployment for environment, it is a 

method is a method to support ecodesign developed by incorporating environmental aspects 

into QFD (quality function deployment) (Akao, 1990)and extending it so as to evaluate 

improvement concepts. According to (Sakao, 2007), QFDE consists of four phases. In Phase I, 

voices of customers (VOC) with voices of the environment (VOE), and quality characteristics 

(QC) for traditional and environmental qualities are correlated, while QC and components are 

also correlated in Phase II. Components can be regarded as function units or part 

characteristics. The outputs of Phases I and II are identification of the QC and components that 

should be focused on in product design when environmental as well as traditional qualities are 

considered. Following this, the so-called QFDE team will examine design improvement options 
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for the product semi-quantitatively in Phases III and IV. To do so, the team determines a 

redesign target and those changes are expressed by a combination of a QC and component to 

be improved. Then, they evaluate the effects of the design changes on the VOC and VOE using 

semi-quantitative information represented in the two correlation matrices in Phases I and II. 

3.3.5. EEA 

EEA (environmental effect analysis) (Lindahl & Tingström, 2000) is a method modified 

from FMEA (failure mode and effect analysis) (Stamatis, 1995). According to (Sakao, 2007), EEA 

replaces failure modes in FMEA with hazards on the environmental aspect so that it can 

support ecodesign. Especially, it can help designers with the process to grasp negative effects 

on the environmental aspect qualitatively during an earlier stage of product design. However, 

it is impossible to address all the requirements from customers. 

3.3.6. Ecodesign with CAD software 

Some tools are readjustment of old tools used for design and which now implement 

environmental aspects in the product design process. 

One good example is SolidWorks Sustainability, this well-known CAD program now 

implements the life cycle assessment (LCA) philosophy. In the company’s words, with this tool 

you can: 

Conduct life cycle assessment (LCA) on parts or assemblies directly within 

the design window. Search for comparable materials and see in real time how they 

affect environmental impact. Create detailed reports that explain a design’s 

sustainability (SolidWorks, 2013). 

Using complements to existing design programs instead of purchasing different tools has 

some advantages like probably less investment that getting a full new tool, and less time used 

for the designers to get used to it. 

 

3.4. Environmental product development process 

Each company has their own design process, but with more and more environmental 

requirements coming up from the EU, their own governments or even their customers, they 

have to make continuous changes to their way of designing a product. To develop and produce 

more environmentally friendly products, the special activities for Ecodesign must be a part of 

the ordinary development work and routines (Norrblom, et al., 2000) 

Ecodesign activities should not be handled independently and be a parallel work, instead 

it must be integrated as early as possible in the product development process (Jonsson, 2007). 

Research today shows that generally 80 percent of all product related environmental impacts 

from a product during its life cycle is a result from the decisions taken during the product 

design phase. This fact shows the importance to integrate the environment demands during 

early stages of the product development process (Schischke & Hagelüken, 2005). 
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3.4.1. Integration of environmental aspects 

There are different ways of integrate environment aspects to the product design 

process, each company has a unique way of doing it because each company has a different 

product design process. 

In order to help companies to integrate Ecodesign in their design process, ISO/TR 

14062:2002 provides concepts and current practices relating to integration of environmental 

performance of products. Another interesting tool to implement ecodesign is ISO 14006:2011 

Environmental management systems – guidelines for incorporating ecodesign; this normative 

gives guideline to help companies to establish, document, implement, keep and improve in a 

continuous way their ecodesign management as a part of an environmental management 

system. 

In Fig. 9 the different possible phases in the product development process are presented 

together with possible actions related to the integration of environmental aspects. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Example of a generic model of typical stages of the Product Design and Development 

Process (Source: ISO 14062:2002) 

According to Jonsson (2007), one of the most important roles in the integration of 

environmental aspects is conducted by managers. Top management actions are needed to 
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enable effective implementation of procedures and programs. This includes the allocation of 

sufficient financial and human resources and time for the tasks involved in integrating 

environmental aspects into product design and development.  

According to ISO (2002), the process of integrating environmental aspects into product 

design and development can be initiated either by management (top-down) or by designers 

and product developers (bottom-up). In practice, both approaches can take place 

simultaneously. Regardless of which business function initiates the process, top management 

level support will be needed to have a significant effect on an organization’s product design 

and development activities. An effective integration program will engage actors involved in the 

product design and development process, such as product developers and designers, experts 

from marketing, production, environment, procurement, service personnel and customers or 

their representatives (ISO, 2002).  

 

3.5. Practice 

Ecodesign can be an interesting tool or way of thinking that can lead to a range of new 

environmentally friendly products. It covers from the extraction of raw material to the disposal 

of the product and it allows reducing energy consumption and materials in all stages of the life 

cycle of the product. For this reason, benefits are not only environmental, but also economical 

because of the energy and raw materials reduction. 

This sounds very good theoretically, but in practice ecodesign is not spread as much as it 

should be. Its application depends on various factors like demands from the customers, 

legislation from the governments and the UE and the initiative of the companies. 

In some sectors, for example within electronics manufacturers, ecodesign is now 

fundamental, possibly thanks to the WEEE regulation from the UE. Market demands only 

cannot lead to a widespread use of the ecodesign, customers only want the cheapest or maybe 

the most efficient product in the market and most of the times they do not stop to check what 

environmental damages does the product can cause (Alves, et al., 2009).  

In the agricultural machine sector only a few regulations affect them and agricultural 

machines can be seen as an exception in other environmental regulations. New strict market 

surveillance from the EU is now being proposed and it is important to know how companies 

are working now, if they know what ecodesign is, which are its benefits, what tools are they 

using and if they receive any external help. 

Main focus of this thesis is on SMEs of the agricultural machinery sector, which are the 

ones that could experience more hindrances when implementing ecodesign and 

environmental policies. The situation in these companies is exposed in point 3.5.1. Practice in 

SMEs. 
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3.5.1. Practice in SMEs 

Some interesting documents about the environmental activity in design in SMEs from 

different sector are used in this part. Main points extracted are displayed separately 

depending on which document they come from. 

To start with, there is some information about SMEs and their problems with 

regulations. SMEs are the main type of enterprises studied in this thesis because all the 

respondents to interview and questionnaire are small or medium size enterprises. Information 

founded in this document is not specific for the agricultural machine sector but is highly 

applicable to it because it is a study of the different problems that SMEs in Europe are facing 

when implementing environmental aspects. The document cited is the “Study on Environment 

Related Regulatory Burdens for SMEs” developed by the Centre for Strategy & Evaluation 

Services (CSES) in 2007 for the European Commission’s DG Enterprise (European Commission, 

2007). 

The main facts about SMEs and environmental regulations extracted from this paper 

are: 

• There is a vast number of environmental legislation at the European, national 

and regional levels and there are large differences across member states and 

regions as to number of regulations and approach to implementation. In many 

cases neither SMEs in the relevant sectors nor trade associations are fully aware of 

the regulatory requirements that affect their industry (European Commission, 2007).  

• The vast majority of regulations emanate from the European level and most 

regulations are cross-sectorial in nature (European Commission, 2007). 

• Very substantial differences across member states exist where Community 

legislation explicitly allows for differences in regulatory approaches including some 

aspects of environmental taxation (European Commission, 2007). 

• SMEs are generally not treated differently to larger companies in terms of 

environment-related regulations (European Commission, 2007). 

• Smaller companies struggle more with regulatory compliance burdens than 

larger firms because they do not have the in-house capacity to deal with 

administrative requirements and they might not have the cash flow for investments 

that are mandated by environment-related regulations. Based on the survey 

feedback, the figure below indicates that 71% of respondents find compliance very or 

fairly difficult for environment issues (European Commission, 2007). 
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Fig. 10 Difficulty of compliance with environmental, energy and health & safety regulations 

(% of respondents) (Source: European Commission, 2007). 

• SMEs can benefit from additional financial and administrative assistance to 

help them comply with the same regulatory requirements as their larger 

competitors. Only 12% of SMEs benefited from any type of assistance (European 

Commission, 2007). 

• Regulations affect strategic decision-making in SMEs, for instance through its 

impact on business investment. The impact of regulatory uncertainty is particularly 

relevant for environmental regulation which has developed rapidly over the past 

decade. In comparison, in most countries health and safety legislation is more 

established and it has evolved less quickly. The figure below shows perceptions from 

the survey of the evolution of compliance costs over the past 10 years by regulatory 

area and company size (European Commission, 2007). 

 

Fig. 11 Share of respondents who perceive a substantial or slight increase in regulatory costs, 

by company size and regulatory area (Source: European Commission, 2007). 

• The administrative costs of regulation are a particular problem for SMEs. 

Unlike some financial costs, administrative requirements (including reporting, 

training, data gathering etc.) bear little relation to company size or environmental 

impacts. Administrative costs are particularly significant in the area of health and 

safety, and to a somewhat lesser extent with environmental regulations. Incentive-
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based instruments constitute less of an administrative cost for SMEs across the five 

countries and sectors. Administrative costs are perceived as more significant than 

financial burdens in the fields of health and safety and environmental regulation 

(European Commission, 2007). 

• SMEs invest as result of regulatory pressure and is where they invest more. 

SMEs across all five sectors and countries have made significant investments as a 

result of regulatory pressure, particularly in the field of environmental regulation. By 

far the largest investments have been by larger SMEs (50-250 employees) which 

spent about 16 times as much on environmental investments as the smallest 

companies (<10 employees). Investments in health and safety are less significant 

for larger companies, though there is little difference across regulatory areas for 

the smallest category of SMEs. This confirm that there is a significant “start-up 

cost” associated with the relatively new field of environmental regulation 

compared with the much more established body of health and safety legislation. 

The table below summarizes these findings (European Commission, 2007). 

Table 1 Investments as a result of regulatory pressure, by regulatory area (Source: European 
Commission, 2007) 

 

• Positive business impacts are particularly evident for health and safety 

regulations while environmental regulations are seen much less positively. 

Environmental regulation is inherently different to health and safety because of 

the way costs and benefits of these regulations are shared between regulated 

companies and other actors. The benefits of occupational health and safety 

regulations are partly captured by the regulated company, which reduces the 

perceived net regulatory burden of these regulations. In contrast, most 

environmental regulation addresses a negative externality, which means that 

regulatory benefits accrue to society as a whole while regulatory costs are 

incurred by the company. Energy regulation, which often takes the form of 

taxation, is of least concern to most SMEs (European Commission, 2007). 

 

More relevant information is found on the pages of the journal “Sustainable design 

procedure: The role of composite materials to combine mechanical and environmental 

features for agricultural machines” (Alves, et al., 2009). This journal contains numerous data 

about the design process with and without environmental considerations in the agricultural 

machine sector which is the field of study in this thesis. 

Main relevant data extracted from this document about agricultural machine sector is: 
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• Companies from this sector are few environmentally friendly. Despite those 

companies concern with tillage, and strong identification with nature, they are 

unprovided of processes which collaborate with the sustainability. At present, they 

are large consumers of natural resources and are responsible for a large part of 

environmental impacts (Alves, et al., 2009). 

• Design stage makes decisions during the planning of products, if so, it is the 

most important stage in their life cycle. Design dictates the type and quantity of raw 

materials and energy is required for manufacturing and disposal products (Alves, et 

al., 2009). 

• Sustainable design is a conciliatory proposal among functional, aesthetical 

and environmental factors to develop goods. It aims a balance between techniques 

and beliefs to establish a new design ethic, unlike today, in which design is used to 

stimulate consumption (Alves, et al., 2009). 

• As production goods, agricultural machines are purchased mainly for 

efficiency. Agricultural machinery companies spend time and effort trying to reduce 

weight in order to decrease the soil compaction, improving farm harvest, hence their 

profits (Alves, et al., 2009). 

• The sustainable design procedure aims to optimize several factors like user 

needs, design requirements, production process, cost and environmental factors. 

The structure of this process is presented in Fig. 12. After each stage a filter step is 

accomplished to ensure that all goals were reached. Environmental inputs must be 

taken into account from the beginning of procedure as preventive approach, and not 

as a final appendix (Alves, et al., 2009).  
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Fig. 12 Structure of the sustainable design procedure. (Source: Alves, et al., 2009) 

• Environmental inputs improve the innovation as a new variable combined 

with traditional inputs, generating new ideas (environmental proposals) from a new 

environmental view point (Alves, et al., 2009). 

• To do “sustainable design”, you first need to breed “sustainable designers”, 

thus environmental knowledge is expected, if not, it makes difficult any 

environmental innovation (Alves, et al., 2009). 

 

Another journal with relevant information is “Sustainability management in product 

development projects – the ABB experience” (Tingström, et al., 2006). This journal contains 

interesting data about a real case of implementation of ecodesign in a company. Although it is 

not a company from the agricultural machine sector, its design process is similar to other 

sectors. The most relevant points extracted from this paper are: 
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• The degree to which the environmental aspects together with other aspects 

are considered throughout the product development process is influenced by the 

individual engineer/designer and/or the design team (Tingström, et al., 2006). 

• The idea is that the product design project leader must take conscious, 

documented decisions of how to handle sustainability aspects, requirements and 

goals even in the planning phase (Tingström, et al., 2006). 

 

More interesting data can be found in Hussey and Eagan (2006). This journal analyses 

the use of structural equation modeling (SEM) in SMEs in the plastics manufacturing sector, 

but the information that it provides is applicable to SMEs in general. Some interesting data is: 

• Because SMEs represent a significant element of the economy, they may have 

a considerable impact on the environment. Individually, SMEs may have limited 

impact on the environment, but in aggregate, their impact is believed to be 

significant ( (Chiu, et al., 1997), (Hammer & Del Rosario, 1997), (Friedman & Miles, 

2001), (Baylis, et al., 1998)). 

 

• Small companies have limited resources and limited expertise and need 

environmental support tools ( (Johannson, 2000), (Rishel & Hubble, 2001)).  

 

• SMEs will implement cleaner technologies when supported by individuals or 

organizations that SMEs deem credible ( (Williams, et al., 2000), (Verheul, 1999), 

(Biondi, et al., 2000), (de Bruijin & Hoffman, 2000)). 

 

• SMEs respond to applied assistance from local authorities, universities, 

environmental groups and business organizations that provide assistance through 

help lines, seminars, publications or counseling visits ( (Epstein & Roy, 2000), 

(Andrews & Palmer, 1997), (Christensen & BD, 1998), (Kirkland & Thompson, 1998)). 

 

• Small businesses need tailor-made management systems ( (Merritt, 1998), 

(Williams, et al., 2000)] that are simple, inexpensive and requiring low 

maintenance, minimal paperwork ( (Williams, et al., 2000), (Biondi, et al., 2000)). 

 

 

More relevant data can be found in van Hemel & Cramer (2002). This paper analyses an 

empirical study realized in 1997 about the ecodesign behavior of 77 Dutch SMEs, summarizing 

the different factors that stimulate SMEs towards greening their products and what factors 

hamper them. The most relevant conclusions are summed up in Fig. 13; it contains the most 

influential external and internal stimulations, the main barriers to not implement ecodesign 

and the most successful DfE principles founded in those SMEs. 
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Fig. 13. The most influential stimuli and barriers, and the 10 most successful ecodesign 

principles (Source: van Hemel & Cramer, 2002) 

 

Another source of relevant data is Pochat, et al. (2007). This journal analyses the issue of 

ecodesign integration in a company’s organization. Some relevant data extracted is: 

• SMEs are finding themselves caught between the obligation being put on 

them by their order givers on the one hand to take into account environmental 

constraints in designing their products, and their inability on the other hand to meet 

such demands (Pochat, et al., 2007) 

 

• The variety of tools available is wide. (Baumann, et al., 2002), in one study, 

counted more than 150 ecodesign tools just for the design process, and to these 

must be added strategic tools and project organization tools (Pochat, et al., 2007). 

 

• Just making tools available to a company is not enough to guarantee 

enduring integration. It is necessary to deal firstly with the usability of these tools by 

non-experts, and secondly to ensure the overall compatibility of these tools (Pochat, 

et al., 2007). 

 

• Integration necessarily requires a change in the practices of a company. It is 

the very difficulty of carrying out this change, which is a barrier to ecodesign 

integration (Pochat, et al., 2007). 
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Fig. 14. Product development process and required ecodesign tools (Source: Pochat, et al., 
2007) 
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4. Results from interview and questionnaires 

In this chapter, all the information from personal interviews and distributed 

questionnaires is now summarized and presented in the following lines, together with the 

participating companies, their respondents and the distribution of questionnaire. 

4.1. Participating companies 

Different companies from Sweden and Italy has collaborated in this thesis. Their 

identities are hidden because they wanted it. Swedish company is a small company of 11 

employees and the two Italian companies are medium size companies of 100 employees each. 

All of them produce different equipment for agricultural tasks, and they distribute their 

products to different countries within the EU and worldwide. In Table 2 it is explained the 

profile of these companies. 

Table 2 Participating companies 

Company Country Main products Customers Respondent 

Workers 

Design 

department 

Total 

Company 1 

Sweden • Multi-function 
agricultural machine. 

• Wheel changing lifter. 

Sweden, 
Norway, 
Denmark, UK, 
Ireland, 
German, 
France and 
Poland 

CEO 2 11 

Company 2 

Italy Machinery and irrigation 
systems for agriculture 

Italy, France, 
Netherlands, 
Romania and 
Bulgaria 

Designer 6 100 

Company 3 

Italy • Mixing towed trucks. 

• Self-propelled mixer 
wagon. 

• Telescopic weight 
lifter. 

Italy and 
worldwide 

Responsible of 
legal and 
technical 
documentation 

10 100 

 

Collaborating companies are only three SMEs, this number cannot represent a reliable 

statistic source to extrapolate all the data to any other company in the agricultural machine 

sector in the EU. However, they are a useful source of information that still can complete and 

can be compared in analysis with the data obtained from literature review of scientific sources. 
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4.2. Respondents 

Company 1 is a small Swedish enterprise that agreed to answer the interview. The 

respondent was the CEO of the company, who had been replying all the questions from the 

interview for more than an hour. 

Company 2 is a medium size Italian enterprise which answered the online questionnaire 

in Italian. The respondent is a designer of the company who answered most of the questions of 

the questionnaire. 

Company 3 is also an Italian medium size enterprise which answered the online 

questionnaire. The respondent in this case is the responsible of legal and technical 

documentation; he is not the CEO or a designer, but because of his job he is aware of any 

ecodesign activity inside the company. 

 

4.3. Research question 1 

RQ1. What is the difference between Ecodesign process and regular design process in 

the agricultural machine sector? 

The first research question obtains information directly from group of questions 1 and 4 

of the interview and questionnaire. Group 1 is about design process in general, without taking 

into account environmental considerations, and group 4 contains more or less the same 

questions but about ecodesign in order to compare both design. To know exactly which are 

the questions used see Appendix 3. Interview design. 

Answers to group of questions 1 “Design process in general” are displayed in table 3. It 

contains the steps for the design process without taking into account environmental 

specifications, together with the lead time, standard process and how the boss is involved in 

the process design for each company. 

Table 3 Answers to Design process in general 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 1.1. 
Stages of normal 

design process 

1. New requirement is 
preliminary checked. 

2. The idea is on a paper 
and it is discussed. 

3. Design and find out 
which parts are 
needed to be bought 
and which can be 
produced. 

4. Build the prototype, 
test, fix tools and 
prepare for 
production phase. 
 

1. Feasibility studio. 
2. Economical technical 

discussion. 
3. Executive draft + 

design. 
4. Construction of the 

prototype. 
5. Critique analysis. 
6. Final design. 

1. Selection of the research 
line, draft and design. 

2. Comparison with external 
suppliers for strategic 
purchase of components. 

3. Elaboration the prototype of 
critical parts. 

4. Verification calculations, 
checking FEM for 
movement. 

5. Assembling prototype, test 
and modifications. 

6. Pre-series. 
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Question 1.2. 
Average lead time 

• Very variable, from 
several days to 1 year. 

• 3 months. • From 6 to 18 months. 

Question 1.3. 
Standard design 

process 

• No • Yes • No 

Question 1.4. 
Role of manager in 

design 

• Get the idea from 
himself or a customer. 

• Supervise. 

• Supervision • Generation of input from 
customers and knowledge of 
competition. Controlling 
expenses. 

 

Answers to group of questions 4 “Ecodesign process” are shown in table 4. 

Table 4 Answers to ecodesign process. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 4.1. 
How address 

environmental 

aspects in design 

• Environmental aspects are 
part of the performance 
and design of the 
machines. 

• No answer. • The issue is not influential. 

Question 4.2. 
Stage with 

environmental 

aspects. 

Most 

critical/time/effort 

stage 

• Environmental aspects are 
taken into account in Step 
3. 

• Most critical/time/effort: 
Step 3 

• No answer. • No one. 

Question 4.3. 
Average lead time 

• Same as regular design. • No answer. • I do not know. 

Question 4.4. 
Standard ecodesign 

process 

• No • No answer. • No. 

Question 4.5. 
Role of manager in 

ecodesign 

• Get the idea from himself 
or a customer. 

• No answer. • He is not involved. 

 

 

4.4. Research question 2 

RQ2. Which improvements has ecodesign led to in the agricultural machine sector? 

Second research question obtains information from group of questions 2 

“Improvements that ecodesign has led to in your company”. This group of questions contains 

information about the different products that has been ecodesigned in the companies, the 

ones not ecodesigned and which are the most successful ecodesigned products. For more 

information about the exact questions of this group see Appendix 3. Interview design. 
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Table 5 Answers to Improvements that ecodesign has led to in your company. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 2.1. 
Number of 

ecodesigned 

products 

• Product 1* has environmental 
considerations. 

• Product 2* does not have 
environmental considerations. 

• No one has been 
ecodesigned. 

• No one. 

Question 2.2. 
Most successful 

ecodesign 

• Product 1 is the most successful 
ecodesign. 

• Not answered. • No one. 

*Product 1 and product 2 represents two different and real products from Company 1 

that for privacy reasons its name cannot be revealed. 

 

4.5. Research question 3 

RQ3. Which environmental requirements and demand does the agricultural machine 

sector receive? 

Third research question is contained in group of questions 3 “Environmental related 

requirements and demand received”. This group is made from three questions which are made 

to get information about the environmental demands and requirements received in the 

companies from customers, governments, institutions and internal requirements. For more 

information about the exact questions of this group see Appendix 3. Interview design. 

Table 6 Answers to Environmental related requirements and demand received. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 3.1. 
Demands from 

customers 

• Bigger and more 
efficient machines. 

• Machines that can 
do new things. 

• Less noise and lower fuel 
consumption. 

• No one. 

Question 3.2. 
Demands from 

governments 

Need to pass any 

inspection? 

• Do not know. 

• No inspections, 
reports or any 
external test. 

• Control about noise. • Only those relating to 
emissions from internal 
combustion engines. 

Question 3.3. 
Own internal 

requirements 

• No. • No. • No. 

Question 3.4. 
Other demands 

• No one. • No one. • No one. 

Question 3.5. 
Strongest 

requirements 

Give demands to 

suppliers 

• Customer’s 
requirements. 

• No. 

• No one. 

• No. 

• No one. 

• No. 
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4.6. Research question 4 

RQ4. What demands of knowledge and help on ecodesign does the agricultural 

machine sector has? 

Fourth research question is contained in group of questions 5 and 8. Group 5 “Demand 

of knowledge about ecodesign” is made from three questions that seek information about 

many experts on ecodesign the company has, where do the company get the knowledge on 

ecodesign and how many time and money do they invest in getting this knowledge. On the 

other hand, group of questions 8 “External support with product related environmental work” 

is about what external help companies get, from where, if it is enough, and how it can be 

improved. For more information about the exact questions of this group see Appendix 3. 

Interview design. 

Table 7 Answers to Demand of knowledge about ecodesign. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 5.1. 
Ecodesign expert 

• No. • No. • No. 

Question 5.2. 
From where is 

external ecodesign 

knowledge 

• By ourselves or suppliers. 

• Attend exhibitions and 
seminars. 

• No, we do not attend to 
any seminar or 
ecodesign event. 

• No, we do not attend 
to any seminar or 
ecodesign event. 

Question 5.3. 
Invest enough 

resources in 

ecodesign 

• Yes. • Yes • Do not answer. 

 

Table 8 Answers to External support with product related environmental work. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 8.1. 
Help from 

government, 

agencies, university 

• No, there is no external 
help. 

• No answer. • No. 

Question 8.2. 
Enough help 

• No. • No answer. • No. 

Question 8.3. 
How should help be 

• Giving more information 
about regulations and 
collaborations, and investing 
more in small companies. 

• No answer. • It is a perception not recognized 
by the market, it would be 
different if it comes from legal 
obligation.  

 

4.7. Research question 5 

RQ5. What methods and tools for environmental product development is the 

agricultural machine sector using and how are they using them? 

Fifth research question is based in group of questions 6 “Methods/tools/data for 

ecodesign”. In this group there are questions about what methods, tools and data are used in 

the company, who use them, how are they used and what opinion do they have about them. 
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For more information about the exact questions of this group see Appendix 3. Interview 

design. 

Table 9 Answers to Methods/tools/data for ecodesign. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 6.1. 
Which 

method/tool/data 

use 

• No specific ecodesign 
method/tool/data. 
SolidWorks is the design 
program. 

• No answer. • No one. 

Question 6.2. 
Who uses them 

• The designer. • No answer. • No one. 

Question 6.3. 
How and when 

are used 

• In the design step. • No answer. • Never.  

Question 6.4. 
Opinion 

• It is a very useful program. • No answer. • I do not have references. 

Question 6.5. 
Decision of buy 

them 

• Manager but only when 
designer agrees. 

• No answer. • The problem has never existed. 

 

4.8. Research question 6 

RQ6. What are the advantages, hindrances and obstacles of the agricultural machine 

sector industries when implementing the ecodesign? 

Last research question is contained in group of questions 7 “Advantages, hindrances, 

and obstacles with implementing ecodesign”. This group of questions, as the title says, is about 

the advantages, hindrances and obstacles of any kind that companies have faced with 

ecodesign. For more information about the exact questions of this group see Appendix 3. 

Interview design. 

Table 10 Answers to Advantages, hindrances and obstacles with implementing ecodesign. 

Company Company 1 Company 2 Company 3 

Question 7.1. 
Advantages 

• Main advantages are 
economic and company 
image. 

• No answer. • No one. 

Question 7.2. 
Hindrances 

• Time to train employees and 
economic cost. 

• No answer. • No one. 

Question 7.3. 
Obstacles 

• No, there is no one. • No answer. • No one.  
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5. Discussion 

In this chapter the analysis and discussion of all the data from interviews, questionnaires 

and literature review are carried out. 

5.1. Ecodesign process 

It is important to compare the design process with and without environmental aspects, 

and to do so we need to compare all the information gathered about both of them. 

On one hand, the regular design process or the design process without environmental 

specifications, according to the results of the interview and questionnaires is quite similar 

between companies and they converge to a similar model that we can say is set up from 5 

steps: 

1. Idea and feasibility studio. 

2. Conceptual design and detailed design. 

3. Decide which parts are produced and which purchased. 

4. Prototype, test and adjustments. 

5. Production of final product. 

In Company 1, the most critical stage, and the one that employs the most effort and 

time is the second stage, conceptual design and detailed design. This design pattern is simple 

and adapts to the structure of a small or medium size company with an adequate efficiency. 

Despite having quite similar process, lead time of product development varies 

significantly in the medium size companies, in Company 2 it is 3 months and in Company 3 it is 

between 6 and 18 months. In the small Company 1 it varies so much that they couldn´t give an 

average time. This high range of lead time can be explained in many ways, like the different 

level of technical difficulty between the varied products designed and because of the different 

sub-stages that each company might have in their design process. 

Another fact found in the study is that only one (Company 2) in three companies have a 

standard process for design, that also could be related to the reasons why Company 2 have a 

lower average lead time than Company 3. 

In all the companies the role of the boss in the product design process is to supervise it, 

in economic terms mainly. Moreover, in Company 1 and Company 3, the manager also gets 

input from customers and external knowledge. This way of acting is very useful among SMEs 

and it can only be applicable in them, because the bigger a company can be, the more difficult 

it is to collaborate with customers, as stated in (Junquera, et al., 2012) a company with 

multiple clients could not accept to invest resources in cooperative activities with specific 

clients. The greater the client base, the lower the collaboration is likely to be. This collaboration 

is beneficial for the company, as it is said in (Junquera, et al., 2012), close environmental 

manufacturer-client cooperation has a positive effect on the competitive position derived from 

a green competitive advantage and on the business’ innovative capability and, therefore, on 

the opening to new geographical market. 
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On the other hand, ecodesign process is not known or answered among the 

respondents. Only Company 1, which was interviewed, replied the questions of this part. 

In Company 1, environmental aspects are part of the performance and design of the 

machines, it means that they focus on environmental aspects like less energy consumption, 

less weight and material consumption and novel designs that allow farmers to do several tasks 

with the same machine. However, a fully environmental friendly design should put together 

functionality with environmental specifications and other factors (Alves, et al., 2009):  

Sustainable design is a conciliatory proposal among functional, aesthetical 

and environmental factors to develop goods. It aims a balance between 

techniques and beliefs to establish a new design ethic, unlike today, in which 

design is used to stimulate consumption.  

In Company 1, these environmental aspects are applied in design step that it is the most 

critical in environmental terms, because as cited from (Alves, et al., 2009), design stage makes 

decisions during the planning of products, if so, it is the most important stage in their life cycle.  

The same as the regular design process, they do not have a standard ecodesign process, 

and the manager has also the same functions as supervisor and input provider. This differs 

from the recommended functions that a manager should develop in an environmental friendly 

design process, where the idea is that the product design project leader must take conscious, 

documented decisions of how to handle sustainability aspects, requirements and goals even in 

the planning phase (Tingström, et al., 2006). 

When manager is more involved in ecodesign, it has led to better environmental results 

in the designed products as stated in (Tingström, et al., 2006). 

A non-standardized ecodesign process and in which the only environmental 

considerations are related to the performance is quite basic, but it can be suitable to run in a 

small company with only 11 workers and it can be useful for them. An ecodesign process for 

most SMEs and bigger companies should be standardized to make it easier and efficient. These 

ecodesign processes put together traditional inputs (technical, aesthetical, economical, etc.) 

with environmental inputs in each step of the product development process (Alves, et al., 

2009): 

The sustainable design procedure aims to optimize several factors like user 

needs, design requirements, production process, cost and environmental factors. 

After each stage a filter step is accomplished to ensure that all goals were 

reached. Environmental inputs must be taken into account from the beginning of 

procedure as preventive approach, and not as a final appendix. 

 In Fig. 12 it can be see an example of ecodesign process. 
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Fig. 12 Structure of the sustainable design procedure. (Source: Alves, et al., 2009) 

The steps displayed in Fig. 12 are the sub-steps of the design process set out by the 

respondents, but only for steps 1 and 2 (Idea and feasibility studio – Conceptual design and 

detailed design). In all of the sub-steps environmental considerations are taken into account 

merging with the traditional knowledge to get finally the best solution.  

There can be several reasons why Company 2 and Company 3 did not answer the 

questions about ecodesign process, but it could be because they are in the same situation as 

Company 1, which is ecodesigning only in functional aspects so they do not call that process 

ecodesign. Most of the companies in this sector are not worried about the environmental 

impacts of their products, they just focus in performance (Alves, et al., 2009): 

Companies from this sector are few environmentally friendly. Despite those 

companies concern with tillage, and strong identification with nature, they are 

unprovided of processes which collaborate with the sustainability. At present, they 
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are large consumers of natural resources and are responsible for a large part of 

environmental impacts. 

This situation of lack of awareness of which environmental regulations are needed to be 

applied is not only companies’ fault, but also it is of the EU and governments. They have 

created so many different regulations which are not specific enough and which are not well 

defined as stated in (European Commission, 2007), most regulations are cross-sectorial in 

nature and there are very substantial differences across member states in regulatory issues. 

Moreover, SMEs in the agricultural sector usually do not know if they have to apply any 

environmental policy or not, according to (European Commission, 2007): 

 There is a vast number of environmental legislation at the European, 

national and regional levels and there are large differences across member states 

and regions as to number of regulations and approach to implementation. In 

many cases neither SMEs in the relevant sectors nor trade associations are fully 

aware of the regulatory requirements that affect their industry.  

All of this is well known among agricultural machinery industry associations like CEMA 

that encourage the “further simplification and harmonization of rules across the EU” (CEMA, 

2013). 

5.2. Improvements in companies 

Among the respondents only Company 1 answered to have one ecodesigned product 

and another product without environmental considerations. That first product is also their best 

ecodesign. Company 2 and Company 3 do not have any ecodesigned product in their catalog. 

When Company 1 was asked about which products were ecodesigned, the respondent 

did not know exactly what ecodesign means. Once explained that ecodesign consist in adding 

environmental considerations to the design process, the respondent figured out that their 

product is environmental friendly in some aspects, for example reducing the number of 

machines and energy used in agriculture because of its versatility. It can be said that Company 

1 is ecodesigning without knowing it, environmental specifications added in their products are 

only an effect from customer demands and not because of any regulation or environmental 

policy. 

Company 2 and Company 3 did not answer to have any ecodesigned product; it could 

also be interpreted in two ways: they are in the same situation as Company 1, or they really do 

not have any ecodesign. 

This situation reflects the lack of knowledge and interest in environmental policies and 

ecodesign practices that SMEs in the agricultural machine sector have, and as is stated before 

in Discussion of RQ1 this may be partly because the shortage of communication and 

collaboration between governments and SMEs. There are so many different regulations which 

are not specific enough that SMEs in the agricultural sector usually do not know if they have to 

apply any environmental policy or not as explained previously. 
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5.3. Environmental requirements and demands 

The purpose of this part is to find the different demands that external driving powers 

give to the companies in the agricultural machine sector. Respondents of the interview and 

questionnaire have a similar situation with these demands. 

When asked about the environmental requirements and demands that the customers 

have, in Company 1 they demand bigger and more efficient machines, as interviewee stated, 

the reason for demanding bigger machines is based on the trend that farmers’ lands get bigger 

due to the pressure on their economic performance. Their customers also demand new types 

of machines that can do a task or multi-task that previously no machine could. This situation 

shows that Company 1 works together with customers to develop new designs. Ecodesign 

sometimes suppose an increase in the final product price, but as stated in (Luttropp & 

Lagerstedt, 2006) everyone wants products to be sustainable but very few are prepared to pay 

for products with an outspoken environmental profile, so it can be an obstacle in the market. 

These demands for only high functionality of agricultural machines and not for a green profile 

are because according to (Alves, et al., 2009): 

As production goods, agricultural machines are purchased mainly for 

efficiency; agricultural machinery companies spend time and effort trying to 

reduce weight in order to decrease the soil compaction, improving farm harvest, 

hence their profits.  

According to CEMA (CEMA, 2011): 

High costs for land in Europe result in European demand for highly efficient 

and innovative solutions for farming, making the European industry global 

technology leaders. Without the latest machines, the modern, efficient and 

competitive agricultural sector would not exist." 

In Company 2, customers demand machines that produce less noise and have lower fuel 

consumption; this situation is similar to Company 1 where users demanded more efficient 

machines. Finally, in Company 3 they do not receive any environmental requirement or 

demand from customers. 

In all of the cases, demands are not focused on pure environmental facts, they focus 

only in performance. This performance can lead to less pollution due to the lower fuel 

consumption or other environmental benefits, but customers do not buy the product for this 

reason. They do not demand any Eco-labeling (ISO, EPD, etc.), or they do not demand the 

company to comply with any environmental policy; in fact, during literature review, no EPD 

was found about any agricultural machine. These lacks of demands from an important part of 

the driving powers, as customers are, is one of the main reasons why ecodesign is probably not 

being used so much. 

Another important source of environmental demands and requirements are the 

different governments and the EU. In Company 1, which is the smallest among the three, they 
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do not know about any environmental requirements from the government and they do not 

have to pass any inspection, send reports or pass external test in ecodesign terms. 

In Company 2 they only receive requirements about noise levels, and in Company 3 

relating to emissions from internal combustion engines, and none pass any inspection or 

external test in terms of ecodesign. This reflects a situation of lack of surveillance in companies 

from the government and the EU, and it is a problem that is trying to be fixed by the European 

Commission. The regulation (EU) No 167/2013 of the European parliament and of the council 

of 5 February 2013 on the approval and market surveillance of agricultural and forestry 

vehicles (European Parliament; Council of the European Union, 2013), is the starting point of a 

more strict surveillance in this sector. This regulation is well received by the coalition of 

machinery industry associations, represented by CECE, CECIMO, CEMA, FEM and EUROMAP. 

An example of their opinion is (CEMA, 2013):  

By ensuring compliance with EU legislation and eliminating unfair 

competition, more effective market surveillance will help safeguard the long-term 

competitiveness of the European machinery industry and protect vital public 

interests in the areas of health and safety, energy efficiency and environmental 

protection. 

Some important figures from the sector also support this new regulation. 

According to Paul Burger (CEMA, 2013): 

“We strongly believe that unlawful traders placing non-compliant products 

on the markets should bear the cost of the damage they cause.” said Paul Burger 

(Hitachi Construction Machinery Europe), CECE Trade Policy Commission 

chairman.  

 

Moreover, nowadays there are a lot of different regulations that could be difficult to 

apply, according to CEMA (CECE, et al., 2013): 

"Current market surveillance rules are scattered across a number of 

legislations, namely the GPSD (2001/95/EC), Regulation 765/2008 and a range of 

sector-specific legislation. The Package now brings these rules together in one 

single instrument and aims at establishing uniform rules for market surveillance 

activities across the EU." 

Companies in the agricultural machine sector will have to worry more about 

environmental policies because of this new proposal of market surveillance. But it will also 

bring economic benefits, not only environmental, unfair competition will be eliminated from 

foreign and EU’s companies which not follow regulations and will strength the internal market 

of the EU. 

Besides, companies also can have their own internal environmental requirements if they 

perceive that demands from customers and governments are not enough, but in the 

interviews it is found that no one of the companies has their own environmental 

requirements.  They also do not receive any other environmental demands, for example from 
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trade associations or suppliers. This situation reflects the posible lack of interest in ecodesign 

due to the inexistence of environmental demands from customers and the mixed-up European 

policies. 

Among all the environmental demands that companies from agricultural machinery 

sector perceive, there should be one main source of demands. Only Company 1 answered that 

the strongest environmental requirements come from customers. Company 2 and Company 3 

answered that no requirement is important and none of the three companies give any 

environmental requirements to their suppliers. These answers again reflect that ecodesign is 

little implemented between SMEs in this sector. 

The strongest demands most of the times come from customers, this happens also in 

many other sectors, as seen in Fig. 15 (European Commission, 2012). In fact, according to the 

information gathered in the literature review (European Commission, 2012), customer demand 

plays a major role in the decision to sell green products in most sectors. Customers’ demands 

are the basis for a greener market, without customers prepared to pay for the function and if 

companies cannot make a profit, there will be no market; no matter how well the 

environmental issues have been addressed (Luttropp & Ritzén, 2001). If customers were more 

concerned about environment and demanded environmentally friendly machines the actual 

situation would be way different. 

 

Fig. 15. What are the main reasons why your company offers green products? (Source: 
European Commission, 2012) 

 There are authors that also support the idea of customers as the main external driving 

powers. As it can be seen in Fig. 16, customer demands are the main external stimulation to 

ecodesign together with government regulation and industrial sector initiatives in second and 

third place respectively. 
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Fig. 16. External stimuli (Source: van Hemel & Cramer, 2002) 

Second most influential external stimuli are government regulations. Regulations are a 

strong external driving power that makes companies do important investments. According to 

(European Commission, 2012), environmental regulations are the ones that have caused most 

increase in the regulatory costs: 

Regulations affects strategic decision-making in SMEs, for instance 

through its impact on business investment. The impact of regulatory uncertainty 

is particularly relevant for environmental regulation which has developed rapidly 

over the past decade. In comparison, in most countries health and safety 

legislation is more established and it has evolved less quickly. The figure below 

shows perceptions from the survey of the evolution of compliance costs over the 

past 10 years by regulatory area and company size (European Commission, 2012). 

 

Fig. 11 Share of respondents who perceive a substantial or slight increase in regulatory costs, 

by company size and regulatory area 

 

5.4. Demands of ecodesign knowledge 

The topic of ecodesign knowledge can be divided in two main parts that are the internal 

demand of knowledge in the companies and the external help that they receive. 

When asked if they have any ecodesign expert, all of the companies answered that they 

do not have any. Having designers with environmental knowledge is a basis to implement 

ecodesign; this idea is supported by authors like (Alves, et al., 2009) and (Tingström, et al., 
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2006), to fully implement environmental aspects in the design process there is need designers 

with eco-knowledge, if not, it is a difficult situation for the design team: 

To do “sustainable design”, you first need to breed “sustainable designers”, 

thus environmental knowledge is expected, if not, it makes difficult any 

environmental innovation (Alves, et al., 2009). 

The degree to which the environmental aspects together with other aspects 

are considered throughout the product development process is influenced by the 

individual engineer/designer and/or the design team (Tingström, et al., 2006). 

Having no experts in ecodesign it is not weird among SMEs, as found in (Hussey & Eagan, 

2006), small companies have limited resources and limited expertise and need environmental 

support tools ( (Johannson, 2000), (Rishel & Hubble, 2001)).  

There are several ways of getting environmental knowledge from outside of a company. 

When asked about their external sources of environmental knowledge, Company 1 answered 

that they have to get all the information by themselves and sometimes the information source 

is their providers; they attend exhibitions and seminars where they get new general 

knowledge but no specific ecodesign events. Similar situation is in Company 2 and Company 3 

where they answered that they do not attend any seminar or ecodesign event and do not 

specify from where they get new environmental knowledge. Companies should worry more 

about providing their employees environmental knowledge and implementing it in the design 

process because, as stated in (Tingström & Karlsson, 2006), the learning from environmental 

work is generally not properly incorporated into the product and business development 

processes within the company. 

When asked about the respondent opinion about the company’s investments in getting 

their employees trained in ecodesign, Company 1 and Company 2 answered that their 

company invest enough, and Company 3 abstain from answer. Despite their lack of knowledge 

in environmental policies, the inexistence of an ecodesign process and absence of 

environmental experts in design, these companies think that they are investing enough 

resources. This is could be because companies from the agricultural machine sector do not 

perceive environmental demands from their surroundings, neither from customers nor 

regulations, so they are not attractive to companies. It can be explained because first of all, as 

stated in 5.1. Ecodesign process, there is a vast number of environmental legislation and most 

of the cases neither SMEs nor trade associations are fully aware of the regulatory 

requirements that affects the industry. A second reason can be that, from the point of view of 

companies, environmental policies have not a positive business impact because customers do 

not perceive ecodesign as an improvement that they should pay for (European Commission, 

2012): 

Positive business impacts are particularly evident for health and safety 

regulations while environmental regulations are seen much less positively. 

Most environmental regulation addresses a negative externality, which means 

that regulatory benefits accrue to society as a whole while regulatory costs are 

incurred by the company. 
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Regarding now the external help, it can come from different institutions, trade 

associations, governments and universities. In interview and questionnaires only Company 1 

and Company 2 answered to this topic and stated that none of them get any external help in 

environmental matters; respondent from Company 1 said: 

“It would be good to get more help from universities and also from 

government. The problem is that I don’t know where to look for. Government 

needs to help small companies before bigger companies, because small companies 

always need more help. Bigger companies have they own specialists in 

regulations, ecodesign and such things. Government invests money in a lot of 

companies but doesn’t focus in the ones which really need it.” 

These words from the CEO of the Company 1 reflect the current situation in SMEs in this 

sector where SMEs are generally not treated differently to larger companies in terms of 

environment-related regulations and smaller companies struggle more with regulatory 

compliance burdens than larger firms because they do not have the in-house capacity. 

(European Commission, 2012). 

According to Fig. 10, among SMEs in various sectors the perception is that compliance 

with environmental regulations is very or fairly complicated; even more than with energy or 

health and safety regulations. 

 

Fig. 10 Difficulty of compliance with environmental, energy and health & safety regulations 

(% of respondents) (Source: European Commission 2012) 

Moreover, SMEs generally do not benefit from external help. In the study carried out by 

EU (European Commission, 2012) it is stated that only 12% of SMEs benefited from any type of 

assistance despite SMEs can benefit from additional financial and administrative assistance to 

help them comply with the same regulatory requirements as their larger competitors. 

When asked about their satisfaction with external help from government, none of the 

companies think that they get enough help. And when asked how external institutions should 

support companies’ ecodesign, Company 1 thinks that governments and universities should 

give more information about regulation and collaborations, and government should invest 

more in SMEs and less in bigger companies which do not need so much help as little 
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companies.  External help is crucial to SMEs implementing ecodesign, as found in (Hussey & 

Eagan, 2006), SMEs will implement cleaner technologies when supported by individuals or 

organizations that SMEs deem credible ( (Williams, et al., 2000), (Verheul, 1999), (Biondi, et al., 

2000), (de Bruijin & Hoffman, 2000)). 

It is important to emphasize that not only economic help is demanded, SMEs apply 

assistance from local authorities, universities, environmental groups and business 

organizations that provide assistance through help lines, seminars, publications or counseling 

visits ( (Epstein & Roy, 2000), (Andrews & Palmer, 1997), (Christensen & BD, 1998), (Kirkland & 

Thompson, 1998)). 

These demands from SMEs to external institutions, not only shows that governments 

should help more SMEs with environmental compliance, but also that there is a lack of 

communication between companies and universities. For instance, CEO from Company 1 does 

not know that there are a lot of opportunities of collaborating with the university in team 

studies and with student projects. In his words: 

The small company doesn’t know the possibility is there, they should tell the 

little companies about regulations and possible collaborations because in small 

companies there is no one who checks this kind of things. Big companies have 

someone who does that. 

When asked about how the external help should be, the opinion from Company 2 is that 

the main problem with ecodesign is that “It is a perception not paid/recognized by the market, 

it would be different only if it comes from a legal obligation.” This opinion is also reflected in 

the European Commission study where it is confirmed that a more strict policy can force SMEs 

in this sector to invest in ecodesign (European Commission, 2012): 

SMEs invest as result of regulatory pressure and is where they invest 

more. SMEs across all five sectors and countries have made significant 

investments as a result of regulatory pressure, particularly in the field of 

environmental regulation. By far the largest investments have been by larger 

SMEs (50-250 employees) which spent about 16 times as much on 

environmental investments as the smallest companies (<10 employees). 

It also can be seen in Table 1 that SMEs invest more as a result of regulatory pressure 
when it is due to environmental regulations. 

Table 1 Investments as a result of regulatory pressure, by regulatory area

 

In fact, due to the different size of budget for R&D between SMEs and bigger companies, 

and the lack of assistance from government to SMEs, there is a big difference in the use of 
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ecodesign between companies according to their size. In a study published by the European 

Commission it is said that more than 50% of the total share of R&D is invested in 

environmental terms (European Commission, 2012): 

"Environmental regulation has become an important topic for R&D. It was 

indicated that the share of activities designated for environmental protection out 

of the total research expenditure in the agricultural tractor segment has reached a 

level of more than 50%. One company even mentioned a share of 70%. This is 

valued by manufacturers as a cost factor that has to be brought into account for 

clients, although they do not benefit in an economic sense adequately from these 

innovations." 

These problems in SMEs when implementing environmental aspects in their design 

process can put them in a difficult situation. SMEs are finding themselves caught between the 

obligation being put on them by their order givers on the one hand to take into account 

environmental constraints in designing their products, and their inability on the other hand to 

meet such demands (Pochat, et al., 2007). 

 

5.5. Methods and tools 

Companies in the interview and questionnaire were asked about methods, tools and 

data they are using when they need to apply environmental specifications to the design of a 

product. Neither Company 1 nor Company 3 uses any specific ecodesign method, tool or data, 

and Company 2 did not answer to the questions.  

Company 1 explains that they use SolidWorks as a tool in the design step and it is used 

by the designer, it is a very useful program for them. When it comes decide to use a new tool, 

final decision always comes from the CEO, but only if the designer agrees with it, because tools 

are expensive for small companies, as respondent from Company 1 said: 

“SolidWorks is an expensive program. We cannot change because we have 

to reprogram all the machines and it can take a whole year. If someone asks me to 

buy a complementary ecodesign program I will listen to him.” 

Company’s 1 procedure of consulting designer before purchasing a new method or tool 

is better than when the tools or methods are buying without taking into account users opinion; 

as stated in (Lindahl, 2005), one problem with the existing way of selecting and implementing 

methods and tools seems to be the fact that the person, who makes the formal decision, in 

many cases, is not the primary user. It is important for the selected tool to fit in the company’s 

procedure, according to (Pochat, et al., 2007), just making tools available to a company is not 

enough to guarantee enduring integration. It is necessary to deal firstly with the usability of 

these tools by non-experts, and secondly to ensure the overall compatibility of these tools. 

A cheaper option for Company 1 is to invest in a complementary tool for their already 

purchased design program SolidWorks, like for example SolidWorks Sustainability. The main 

interest for a company in implementing this kind of tools is that they are easier to implement 
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than a whole new tool, in fact, companies are looking for methods and tools that give relevant 

and reliable results and are easy to adopt (Lindahl, 2005). Small businesses need tailor-made 

management systems ( (Merritt, 1998), (Williams, et al., 2000)) that are simple, inexpensive 

and requiring low maintenance, minimal paperwork ( (Williams, et al., 2000), (Biondi, et al., 

2000)). 

Ecodesign tools can be used in all the different phases of product development process, 

not only in the conceptual and designed detail step as it can be seen in Fig. 14. 

 

Fig. 17. Product development process and required ecodesign tools (Source: Pochat, et al., 
2007) 

Reality is that the variety of tools available is wide (Pochat, et al., 2007). Baumann, et al., 

2002, in one study, counted more than 150 ecodesign tools just for the design process, and to 

these must be added strategic tools and project organization tools. In contrast there is a lack of 

ecodesign methods, tools and data among SMEs. This lack of ecodesign methods, tools and 

data in the SMEs in the agricultural machine sector could be because companies do not have 

the need to invest in them, they are not ecodesigning in a level that they would need to use 

specific environmental tools. Another reason is that methods, tools and data are expensive 

and are a big economic effort for a SME, it is a very important decision to invest in them. 

Moreover, even if the company has the money to invest in the tool, integration necessarily 

requires a change in the practices of a company. It is the very difficulty of carrying out this 

change, which is a barrier to ecodesign integration (Pochat, et al., 2007). 
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5.6. Advantages, hindrances and obstacles 

As a relative new way of designing, ecodesign has been implemented in several 

companies recently (European Commission, 2012). All the changes that ecodesign has made in 

the design process and in the company in general can have some advantages, but during the 

implementation some hindrances can appear together with obstacles to use it. Only 

respondent from Company 1 answered about these matters, Company 2 did not answer 

anything, and Company 3 answered that has not found any advantage, hindrance or obstacle. 

Company 1 thinks that the main advantages are economical and company image, 

ecodesign can be useful because some of the customers are ecological farmers. Their opinion 

about implementing environmental aspects in design is:  

-“It is good for your work in any way, and it is also good for the company’s 

image and also for economic reasons. We always try to have an ecological image 

(electricity from wind power, new heating installation)” 

The hindrances of implementing ecodesign for Company 1 are the time employed 

learning and the economic cost. 

-“If we have to implement any new tool I have to talk with the designer and 

see if he is able to learn how to use it. And also the cost is very important for us, if 

it is very expensive we have to check how we will pay it.” 

The economic cost together with the lack of necessity of implementing ecodesign 

because there are no demands from customers and the requirements from the EU are not 

perceived, can cause that companies do not perceive ecodesign fundamental for their activity; 

in fact according to (European Commission, 2012) the demand from customers is a key factor: 

The main reasons for not offering green products or services listed by SMEs 

in the EU are that it does not fit or is not important for the SMEs image (24%), 

insufficient demand from customers (23%), and the fact that it is not important to 

the company's core values (20%).   

Although in the interviewed companies’ customers do not demand environmental 

specifications for the machines, “Taking the clients’ environmental demands into account 

influences positively the business’ competitive position derived from a green competitive 

advantage. Likewise, it has positive effects on the business’ innovative capability, facilitating, 

as a result, the opening to international markets” (Junquera, et al., 2012). 

Company 1 has not found any obstacles implementing ecodesign, it could be because 

they have not implemented any specific ecodesign process. 

When looking into information from literature review, not only economics and better 

company image are the total advantages of ecodesign; it can also benefit designers, opening 

designers’ mind to new different ideas and for this reason, improving designing in a general 

way, according to (Alves, et al., 2009), environmental inputs improve the innovation as a new 

variable combined with traditional inputs, generating new ideas (environmental proposals) 
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from a new environmental view point. It is also confirmed in Fig. 17 that ecodesign can lead to 

innovational opportunities, the increase of product quality and can open new market 

opportunities (van Hemel & Cramer, 2002). 

 

Fig. 18. Most influential internal stimuli (Source: van Hemel & Cramer, 2002) 

The economic hindrance stated by Company 1 is also confirmed in literature; integrating 

environmental aspects to the design process can incur in higher expenses in the company; the 

administrative costs of regulation are a particular problem for SMEs (European Commission, 

2012). Another disadvantage of ecodesign is that its costs are supported by the company, not 

customers; most environmental regulation addresses a negative externality, which means 

that regulatory benefits accrue to society as a whole while regulatory costs are incurred by 

the company (European Commission, 2012). Because of these problems, governments, 

institutions and universities should help and encourage companies, especially SMEs, of this 

sector to implement ecodesign. 

Economic issues are not the only obstacles when implementing ecodesign, an 

improperly used method or tool can lead to obstacles in the correct usage of ecodesign. When 

managers decide to use ecodesign tools and methods without consulting designers it can lead 

to some problems of productivity. Designer is the final user of these methods and tools and “if 

the designer does not experience this satisfaction, he or she will neither work effectively nor 

efficiently” (Lindahl, 2005). Moreover, when using methods and tools, manager should inform 

designer about what data from the tool is relevant for the company and not only the design 

department, as stated in (Lindahl, 2005): 

At the same time, it is very important that the manager’s purpose in using 

the method or tool be communicated to the primary user. This purpose may not be 

obvious to the designer and therefore, not thought of, e.g. the utilization of the 

methods provides useless information for the designer but relevant information for 

the marketing department. 

Together with economic barriers and a wrong usage of methods and tools there 

exist other obstacles. According to (van Hemel & Cramer, 2002), other obstacles to 

implement ecodesign could be that it is not perceived as a responsibility, that companies 

do not perceive clear environmental benefits and that there is no alternative solution 

available. These barriers lead to a not implementation of ecodesign, independently if 

there are economic barriers or not. When SMEs do not perceive ecodesign as a 

responsibility it could be because the lack of external environmental demands, together 

with the absence of environmental knowledge. 
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Fig. 19. No-go barriers (Source: van Hemel & Cramer, 2002) 
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6.  Conclusions 

In this chapter the most important conclusions coming from chapter five are presented 

for each one of the research questions. 

6.1. Conclusions about research questions 

RQ1. What is the difference between ecodesign process and regular design process in 

the Agricultural Machine sector? 

Design stage is the most important in the life cycle of products. Among all the 

companies interviewed, their design process without taking into account environmental 

aspects is quite similar.  Among participating companies in the study, the ones that have a 

standard design process have also a lower lead time of product development. In SMEs, the role 

of the manager in the product design process often is to get input from customers and to 

supervise the process, in economic terms mainly, but they do not participate in environmental 

planning. If a company wants to implement successfully ecodesign, the product design project 

leader should take conscious documented decisions of how to handle sustainability aspects, 

requirements and goals, because it leads to a better environmental performance in the final 

product. 

 

Companies in the agricultural machinery sector are few environmentally friendly. 

Although they introduce environmental aspects in their product development like less fuel 

consumption it is only because customers demand bigger and more efficient machines, in fact 

customers do not demand any environmental specifications explicitly from interviewed 

companies. As production goods, agricultural machines are purchased mainly for efficiency 

due to the high costs for land in Europe, without the latest machines, the modern, efficient 

and competitive agricultural sector would not exist. 

The ecodesign process aims to optimize several factors like user needs, design 

requirements, production process, cost and environmental factors. Environmental inputs 

should be taken into account from the beginning of the process,  and environmental 

knowledge merge with traditional knowledge in all the stages of the design process. 

RQ2. Which improvements has ecodesign let to in the Agricultural Machine Sector? 

Not so many conclusions are taken out from the interview and questionnaire. 

Companies are ecodesigning without knowing they are doing it because they only take into 

account performance aspects like fuel consumption. In fact, Company 1 did not know what 

ecodesign consist of, and the other two companies did not answer to many ecodesign 

questions. 

From literature review we can know that  the main improvements that ecodesign can 

led to in the agricultural machinery sector are, like in other sectors, a better public image of 

the company and comply with the demand from customers. 
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RQ3. Which environmental requirements and demands does the Agricultural Machine 

Sector receive? 

Customers demand bigger, more efficient machines and more versatile machines 

because agricultural machines are purchased mainly for efficiency. Demands are not focused 

on environmental aspects per se, they do not demand Eco-labeling or demand the company to 

follow any environmental policy. Companies interviewed in this thesis do not have their own 

environmental requirements because they do not need to; they do not need to have their own 

environmental rules when they do not know which external policies they need to follow. 

There are environmental policies at European and national levels, but there is a vast 

number that in many cases neither SMEs nor trade associations are fully aware of the 

regulatory requirements that affect the agricultural machine industry. The tendency is to 

create a unique regulation to make it simpler and clearer to apply to the sector, for example 

the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). Moreover, in order to ensure the compliance of 

environmental policies a new legislation on market surveillance is being proposed; this 

regulation probably will help with the problem of unfair competition in this sector from 

companies that do not fulfill policies. 

The actual situations of lack of environmental demands from customers together with 

the unawareness of regulatory requirements are ones of the main reasons why companies do 

not implement ecodesign. 

RQ4. What demands of knowledge and help on ecodesign does the Agricultural 

Machinery Sector has? 

SMEs do not usually have an ecodesign expert. This affects their environmental 

performance in the design process, because to do sustainable design there are needed 

sustainable designers to provide the environmental knowledge. 

Employees from interviewed companies do not attend any kind of environmental 

seminars, exhibitions and other events that can be potential sources of ecodesign information, 

reducing their opportunities of getting knowledge in this field. 

SMEs interviewed do not get any external help from governments, agencies or 

universities in environmental aspects. They do not know that the possibility of help and 

collaboration is there because they have no people checking it. Statistics show that only few 

SMEs benefit from any type of assistance despite its existence. Companies demand that the 

ones starting the contact should be government and universities; and government should 

invest more in small companies than in bigger ones who do not need it, to help them to 

implement environmental policies in their product design process. 

RQ5. What methods and tools for environmental product development is the 

Agricultural Machine Sector using and how are they using them? 

None of the companies that answered to the interview and questionnaire are using 

ecodesign methods, tools or data because they are not ecodesigning in a level they can need 

them. 
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Ecodesign tools are expensive for SMEs and they require a lot of time and money to 

successfully implement them in the product design process of the company.  The important 

decision of investing in one of these tools falls back into the manager of the company but 

always consulting the designers that will use them. A cheaper option for small companies in 

this sector could be buy complementary environmental tools to their already purchased design 

tool, these tools are easier for a small company to adapt to their design process. Besides bein 

expensive, tools usually need a change in the practices of a company, something that can be 

difficult to achieve. 

RQ6. What are the advantages, hindrances and obstacles of the Agricultural Machine 

sector industries when implementing the ecodesign? 

Respondents from the interview and questionnaire think that ecodesign can be both 

good for economic reasons and public image of the company. Moreover, when implementing 

environmental aspects to the product design process it improves the innovation, letting 

designers be more imaginative and generating new ideas. 

Main hindrances when implementing ecodesign are the high investment and the time 

for the employees to learn the new procedures. Other reasons why companies do not 

implement ecodesign is because customers do not demand environmental specifications for 

their machines.  

Moreover, there is a vast number of environmental legislation that in many cases 

neither SMEs nor trade associations are fully aware of the regulatory requirements that affect 

the agricultural machine industry. This is a problem because SMEs mostly invest as a result of 

regulatory pressure. Smaller companies usually have more problems with regulatory 

compliance than larger firms because they do not have the in-house capacity. 

An obstacle when using ecodesign can be a wrong usage of methods and tools, which 

can lead to a problem of productivity when designer is not satisfied with the tool. Another 

important obstacle to implement ecodesign is that it is not perceived as a responsibility and 

companies do not perceive clear environmental benefits. 

 

Table 11 Advantages, hindrances and obstacles 

ADVANTAGES HINDRANCES & OBSTACLES 

• Economic reasons like less raw 
material consumption, etc. 

• Better public image 

• Improvement of innovation 

• Increase of product quality 

• New markets 

• High economic investment 

• Time of adaptation to the new methods and tools 

• Insatisfaction of designer with tools 

• Lack the in-house capacity 

• Shortage of external support 

• Lack of customer demands 

• Not perceived as responsibility 

• No clear environmental benefit 

• No alternative solution available 
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6.2. Suggestions 

Most of the data presented in thesis point in one direction: there is a lack of ecodesign 

usage in SMEs in the agricultural machinery sector. 

The profiles of studied companies and together with the information from literature 

review have pictured a company where there is no ecodesign process. Companies do not 

perceive any environmental related demands neither from customers nor governments or EU; 

this has caused that they do not have the necessity to implement ecodesign, and of course, 

they do not need to use any specific ecodesign methods or tools. In fact, companies do not 

know what the term “ecodesign” is, they are adding some environmental aspects without 

applying the ecodesign methodology. Moreover, these companies do not have the inner 

capacity to keep up with environmental policies, they do not have the knowledge, the time or 

the economic capacity to implement them. 

The suggestion of this project is to increase companies’ interest in ecodesign, achieving 

it is a hard work that will need the collaboration of different parts. First of all, EU and 

governments should simplify and gather all the different and confusing environmental policies 

in a main one policy for agricultural machines. Together with this simplification of policies 

there should be a stricter surveillance policy from EU to ensure all the companies fulfill with 

the regulations, non-compliance from some companies can lead to an unfair competition 

within the EU. This action has already been figured out by the European Commission, new 

regulations that gather and simplify many others are being designed like e.g. the new 

surveillance regulation in the agricultural machinery sector (European Parliament; Council of 

the European Union, 2013) and the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP). 

But improve policies alone will not implement ecodesign in all the SMEs of the 

agricultural machinery sector. External driving powers should help companies with this 

transition to a better environmental design process. EU and governments should invest 

proportionally in small, medium and big companies; a big company usually has the inner 

capacity to handle new regulations, but a smaller one does not. An economic boost together 

with environmental information on how implement ecodesign is needed for small and medium 

size companies, they usually cannot afford an employee in charge of policies or cannot make 

the investment that a new policy suppose without external help.  

However, this help should also come from other different parties like trading 

associations and universities. Communication between companies and these institutions 

should be improved. Companies from this sector should propose to universities new projects, 

there is a lack of investigation projects with companies that can be easily solved because both 

parties (university and companies) need it. One solution is that there should be someone in 

companies whose part of his activity is maintaining the contact with universities. From trade 

associations they should be the ones contacting and providing information to small and 

medium companies because one of the main purposes of these associations is to help 

companies from their sector. 

Although ecodesign methods and tools suppose a big economic investment for small 

and medium size companies, if companies perceive the need of using these tools they would 
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purchase them, and together with economic support from governments ecodesign could be 

more frequently implemented among companies of agricultural machinery sector. 

Simpler and easier to apply policies, together with more economic help and knowledge 

from external sources focusing on the companies that need it more can be the key to 

successfully implement ecodesign in the agricultural machinery sector. 
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7. Recommendations and further research 
In this chapter there are some recommendations for further research and work in the 

ecodesign practices at companies in the agricultural machinery sector. 

This study has been strongly delimited by the number of respondents to interviews and 

questionnaires. Getting more data from Swedish and Italian companies should be conducted 

to get more accurate results. In this thesis, companies tackled were SMEs, including bigger 

companies of this sector could carry to an interesting comparison and analysis. 

Moreover, there are some new regulations that are being proposed in the agricultural 

machinery sector but they are still not in applicable. A later study in how these regulations are 

affecting companies from the sector should be made. 

In the study only companies from Sweden and Italy were interviewed, but most 

regulations affect to European levels. A study with more countries involved could spot the 

main differences between countries and their way of apply policies. Manufacturers from 

different countries could also ecodesign in different ways that need to be studied. 
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Appendix 2. Introductory letter of questionnaire 

 

Questionnaire has been designed and created by Daniel Vaquero with support of 

professor Tomohiko Sakao and Dr. Mario Fargnoli; and it has been distributed to Italian 

companies by Dr. Mario Fargnoli. Two links to each of the two language formats (Italian and 

English) were attached in an email together with an introductory letter: 

 

Dear Sirs, 

My name is Mario Fargnoli from the Italian Ministry of Agriculture and we met a couple of 
weeks ago during the meeting organized by ETUI in Brussels. 
I am currently collaborating with the Department of Mechanics and Aeronautics of the 
University of Rome “La Sapienza”, in research activities in the field of “Design for Safety” 
and Ecodesign of industrial products. 
During the ETUI seminar I had the chance to talk with some of you about the study I am 
carrying out in collaboration with Professor Tomohiko Sakao of the Linköping University 
(Department of Management and Engineering) in Sweden. 
The project concerns a survey among agricultural machinery manufacturers on the use of 
Ecodesign tools in product development, and I would appreciate very much it, if you could 
help us providing the questionnaire we developed to your designers and/or giving us 
suggestions on how to get this kind of information, as well as on the state of the art of 
environmentally conscious design in your field. 
In the attachment I am sending you the link to the online questionnaire (both in English 
and in Italian), the description of the project and a paper in Italian which better explains 
principles of Ecodesign. 
If you need additional references in Italian or in English, do not hesitate to ask me. 
Needless to say, all your remarks and suggestions are welcome indeed. 
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Appendix 3. Interview design. 

 

Interview on EcoDesign practices at companies in 
the agricultural machinery sector 

1. General information. 
0.1. What is your name? 

0.2. What is your function and position in the company? In which department do you work? 

0.3. How many years of experience do you have for this function in the sector? 

0.4. What are the main products of your company? 

0.5. How many different locations for product development does your company have? Are all of them in 

the same country? 

0.6. What are main departments of your company? (Logistics, marketing, design, etc.) 

0.7. How many employees do your company and the design department have? 

0.8. From which countries are your customers? 

0.9. Who are your main competitors? 

 

1. Design process in general. 
1.1. In general, describe the stages of the normal process of design/redesign of a product. Which stages 

employ the most effort/time? Which is the most critical? 

1.2. What it is the average lead time of product development? 

1.3. Do you have a standard process for all the product design? 

1.4. How is your boss involved with the product design? 

 

2. Improvements that EcoDesign has led to in your company. 
2.1. How many products have been EcoDesigned in your company? Now, is there any product that does 

not have environmental specifications? 

EcoDesign: incorporating environmental aspects into product development1. 
Environmental specifications: environmental characteristics introduced into and realized in product 
development. 

2.2. Can you describe the most successful EcoDesign from your company? Was it a redesign or new 

design? 

 

3. Environmental related requirements and demand received. 
3.1. What environmental requirements and demands does your company receive from customers? 

3.2. What environmental requirements and demands does your company receive from governments? 

Does your company have to pass inspections or have to send eco-reports to any institution? Do the 

products have to pass any external tests? 

3.3. Does your company have its own environmental requirements? 

3.4. What other environmental requirements and demands does your company have? 

                                                           
1
 For further information, you can refer toISO 14006:2011 (Environmental management systems -- Guidelines for 

incorporating ecodesign) guideline. 
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3.5. Which are the strongest environmental requirements? Does your company give environmental 

requirements to your suppliers
2
? 

 

 

4. EcoDesign process. 
4.1. How does your company address environmental aspects in product design? 

4.2. Which stages of the product design takes into account environmental aspects? Which stages 

employs the most effort/time to address environmental aspects? Which is the most critical to 

address environmental aspects? 

4.3. What is the average lead time of product development with addressing environmental aspects? 

4.4. Does your company have a standard process for all the EcoDesign? 

4.5. How is your boss involved in EcoDesign? 

 

5. Demand of knowledge about EcoDesign. 
5.1. Does your company have an expert on EcoDesign? 

5.2. How does your company get the necessary knowledge to cope with all the environmental aspect? 

Do employees attend seminars or any other kind of event? 

5.3. Do you think your company invests enough resources (e.g. money, time) to get their employees 

trained in EcoDesign? Why? 

 

6. Methods/tools/data for EcoDesign. 
6.1. What methods/tools/data do you use for EcoDesign? 

6.2. Who use those methods/tools/data in the company?  

6.3. How and when do they use them? Are there any specific methods/tools/data related to a specific 

task? (e.g. Life Cycle Assessment
3
)  

6.4. What opinion do you have with the methods/tools/data you use? Are they useful? 

6.5. Who has the last word when it comes to decide to use new methods/tools/data? How much do you 

think a designer’s opinion is taken into account? 

 

7. Advantages, hindrances, and obstacles with implementing EcoDesign. 
7.1. What are advantages of your company’s implementing EcoDesign? Economy, company image, or 

anything else? 

7.2. What are hindrances of your company’s implementing EcoDesign? Economy or anything else? 

7.3. Are there any obstacles within your company against EcoDesign? Is there any department against 

EcoDesign? 

 

8. External support with product related environmental work. 
8.1. Does your company get any external help? E.g. from the EU, government, agencies, universities. 

                                                           
2
 For instance, does your company use any ecolabbelling/environmental scheme, such as ISO 14025:2006 

(Environmental labels and declarations -- Type III environmental declarations) or (Environmental labels and 
declarations -- Type I environmental labelling) standards?  
3
 For exampe, in accordance with ISO 14040:2006 (“Environmental management -- Life cycle assessment -- 

Principles and framework”) standard. 
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8.2. Do you think your company gets enough help from the government? 

8.3. In your opinion, how should external institutions (e.g. universities) support companies’ EcoDesign? 
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Appendix 4. Questionnaire design. 

 

Italian version. 
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